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VOL. 1.s, NUMBER 121

NOBODY WANTS DIAMOND RING 1REHKOPF SADDLERY COMPANY CROSS IS
CLOSE
COURT
MADE
ASSIG
NMENT
YESTE
RDAY;
NEGRO TROOPS
WAS SfOLEN
NOMINit,TED SOMETIME TODAY
EVEN THE PEOPLE OF THE PASCHAL
GRAY
CHARGED
CITY OF CHICAGO RAISE
WITH APPROPRIATING
A BIG KICK.
THE STONE.

FIRM WAS ONE OF LARGEST IN THIS
SECTION OF THE !
COUNTRY.—NAMES RICHARD j. BARBER AS THE ASSIGNEE
—LATTER NOW GOING OVER STOCK AND BOOKS, PRE- FOR CITY JUDGE IN THE DEMO JUDGE REED ABOUT FINISHED
CRATIC PRIMARY YESPARING STATEMENT OF LIABILITIES AND ASSETS.
EVERYTHING IN CIRCUIT
TERTaa.v.
COURT.

Berry. Colored Was Robbed , Considerab e surprise arose yester- and machinery of the Rehkopf collar
Gay morning when the E. Rehkopf factory, on Kentucky avenue between A Small Vote Was Polled, Being
His Watch and Clothing—
About so Per Cent of the
Saddlery
Company made an assign- Tired and Fourth streets, therefore
No Court Yesterday.
Registration.
ment of its business naming Squire this is not effected by the assignment.
Richard j. Barber as assignee to wind He owns in his own name also the
up its affairs. The surprise came building occupied by the tannery in
THE FASHIONABLE SUBURB OF
Paschal Gray, colored, was arrested
from the general Public, while many Mechadicsburg. All these individua:
The city Democratic primary was
•
WINDY CITY VERY MUCH
yesterday on the charge of stealing a
close to the firm have been expecting holdings are not affected by the held yesterday and. less than 5o per THE ON1LY CHARGE IS THAT
AROUSED.
•550 diamond ring from Laura Rogcent of the registered Democratic
ACCUSING GRACE BENNETT
ers, negress; who cooks for Judge the assignment for the past week. collapse of the incorporated concern. vote was
polled,
OF BEING ACCESSORY.
the
vote
in
M1'.
the
Rehkopf
was
himself
The
a
essignment
partner
of
does not effect all
James Campbell ao
nf NaionrItsh d'
IS
e
ju'dg'es race, the only one in which
the
Rehkopf-Cru
mp
the
firm
interests
Memin
Rehkopf
with
which
Mr.
Feaa Invasion of Negroes—Rich Men street,
e'‘sretunttiel
h
phis, Tenn.. until last year when he there seemed to be any interest, was
was taken from a handkerchief in is -coun-etted.
Will Use Influence for a Change
less than 1,10o, the registered vote
$200 Paid Into Court by Bondsmen
The deed of assignment was lodged disposed of his interests there, sell- being something like
which she had it tried at .the time.
of Orders.
2,300. In the
ing
of Will Hickman of Prominent
to
Mr. Crump who conducts that other
Gray and another woman were in the with the county clerk yesterday, and
races the vote did not reach as
establishment
now
Henderson Family.
by
himself.
.
room at the time the ring was miss- immediately Assignee 'Barber comhigh as 750. The Register recegted
This failure of the saddlety com- returns
arrangements
menced
looking
ed
to
the
and
owner
charges the man
from t6 out of the 18 preChicago, Sept. &a—Fashionable sutaking an inventory of the pany does not effect the John G. Reh- cincts in the city. With the vote of
burbs along the north shore were with taking it.
It is more than probable that
mammoth stock, while the books will kopf Buggy Company of 212 Broad- Glaubers' and Digel's precincts missWatch and Clothes.
aroused to a high pitch yesterday
Judge Reed will bring his circuit
when the net:a thot a negro garrison
Mack Berry. colored. complained be gone over and a statement from way, as the latter firm is seperate a:- ing the vote stands: .
court to a close today, as there is
For City Judge.
is to be stationed at Fort Sheridan to Chief Collins yesterday that some- this source gotten. This morning together ifrom the saddlery house.
was received.
ene had stolen his watch and cloth- work on the inventory wil be started. Mr. John Rehkopf controls the, bug- *David A. Cross
708 practical'y nothing further to look
gy establishment, and only six weeks Edw. 'H. Puryear
In Evanston and I.ake Forest, ing from the Cole boarding house on
304 after except winding up the matter's
The failure is occasioned by the
For Aldermen.
where many Chicago millionaires Sottth Second•near Adams street. The inability of the farm to pay off its ago opened a branch house at Memcoming before the present criminal
phis which is looked after by his *Ed D. Hannan
make their homes. land even in High- owner suspects Tom Thompson who indebtedness now outstanding,
6to term that -has continued quite activeand
brother, Mr. Henry '1:E;hkopf. during *Dr. P. H. Stewart
land Park and, Waukegan, where the formerly roomed with Mm, and
581 ly for three weeks past. The grand
is Mr. Rehkopf yesterday refused to
the proprietor's absence. Mr. Rhe- • W. Baker
poulation, if not so exclusive, is at gone.
501 jury will bring in its final report tostate what was the amount of the
least of a high class and particular in
kopf will spend most of his time *J. W. Little
472
day. showing the last of the indictfirm's liabilities. It is thought its asC
It s ta-ove ant associations, citizens
353 ments, also including
here, going to Memphis every once in C. F. Meagan................
Mrs. John Kreutzer, of _713 Jones sets will run close to Stoo.000.
its regular rewere outspoken in their dislike of the
222 port upon the condition
a while to look after the branch George Willow
streets, yesterday had a warrant isof the jail.
saddlery
company
The
was
cap- there.
latest army order, which transfers
For Councilmen.
sued charging William McDowell, a italized
courthouse building etc.
at $t00000, with E. Rehkopf
(First
Ward.)
four negro troops of the Ninth cavNine months ago the
surpius
There is only one charge for the
*H. R. Lindsey
alry from Jefferson Barracks, Mo.. to bill colector. with cursing and abus- as president; John G. Rekopf, vice- .of the firm, according
464 petit jury
to R. G. Dun,
ing
her
at
to consider, it being that
their
home
over
an
acC. W. Morrison
president; Bruce M. Philley, secre- was $90,0e,i but
Fort Sheridan.
318
this has been reduccount she owed the firm employing tary
against
Grace
Bennett, colored, who
(Second
Ward.)
and treasurer.
Fear an Invasion.
The company ed to $3o,000 now, while
the bank *D. M. Flournoy
is accused of helping Lena Jackson.
Although Fort Sheridan is twelve the accused.
owned the saddlery, harness, hard- debt
•654
runs from $30000 to $50,000.
colored, try to burn the horde of
No Police Court.
miles north of Evanston, it is pointed
(Third Ward.)
ware, stocks and machinery in the The
American-German
National *A. M. Foreman
Judge
Edward
Puryear
H.
did
not
out that the new troopers will make
489 Daisy Martin. a negress against
buildings. 107-109-Ill South Second Bank is
the largest creditor, but Jas. P. Segenfelter
the latter town their headquarters for hold any session of the police court street. 210 Broadway and the stock
3act whom both the others are charged
President
George Thompson _anyesterday
morning,
with having a giudge. The charge
being
election in the tannery in Mechanicsburg.
the reason that 3.000 negroes of he
(Fourth Ward.)__
sounced his ciaie.s were all se:ure.1 '"Ernest Lackey
against the Bennett woman is that
better (Oa', elreade live there and riay, and he personally interested in This is the entire
532
ho dings of the and his financial institution
would *Alonzo Crandell
.that the very air of Methodism pervad his candidacy for the nomination to
435 of being accessory to an attempted
except
firm,
its
outstanding
accounts not lose a dollar by the failure.
Young Taylor
bag the suburb will sUnact the men. succeed himself.
385 orson. The Jackson woman has' a.and bank interests. The three buildMr. E. Rehkopf's individual proper*slats with hardly any exceptions, have
(Fifth Ward.)
Claimed Was Robbed.
ready been convicted and ordered to
espoused the Methodist faith.
Tom Thomas, colored, has com- ings on South Second. occupied by ties not affected by the collapse, are *George W. Shelton
694 the penitentiary.
More than this, it is said that the plained to the police that L'ry Coe- the incorporated company, are own- worth about $75,000. trerefore he is
(Sixth Ward.)
Yesterday Thomas C. Leech paid
gold lace that has charms for the ordi- Ington, Adam Manley and Boyd ed individually by Mr. Rehkopf, as not completely broken by the failure. *Chas. W. Smith
685 $200 into court, it being the amount
nary civilian has just ten time, as Manley robbed him of $to while lie is the building at 210 Broadway.
School Trustees.
It is expected it will take about
of the bond of Will Hickman. who
mach fascination for the negro was asleep. The officers have not which he just sold several days ago two weeks for the assignee to get *1st W., J. Maxwell
524
was charged with stealing a pistol
brother and sister, whose love of yet succeeded in wockiug out the to the Mechanics and Farmers Saving finished his inventory and statements. *21:1 'W., J. Ash Robertson
590 from another young man and selling
finery :5 not irsoue. and that on this charge.
Bank. lor $6,500. Mr. Rehkopf in- stowing the !iabilities and assets of *3rd W. E. W. ilockmon
572 it to a third party by claiming
•
the
*4th
account hundreds. of other negroes
Geo. Moore
dividually owns thc buildings stock 40 big firm.
5.19 revolver was his. Hickman
is the son
*sth W., W .T. Byrd
not now resirknta of the town will be troop a few
538 of the former mayor
days atter they arrive at
and wagon manattracted there
187
sth W., J. A. Cole
at Fort Sheridan. on October 15.
ufacturer of Henderson, Ky.. and
Mr. Cole resides in Fourth ward.
The brawk among the soldiers at
White Officers Indignant.
*6th W., Dow Watson
Fort Sheridan, all of whom have been
508 while visiting at a local home, stole
The fact that Captain Young, of L
and
Those marked with an asterisk (*) the firearm. Ile gave bond
white up to the present time, have be- troop. was a
negro was not generally
failing to answer for trial, the bail
were nominated
come a common scandal along the 'atom' among the officers
at present
is forfeited and paid into court by
north shore. Drunken men in the uni- at Fort
Sheridan until yesterday
Mr. Leech.' who went the young felform of the United States have invad- afternoon. This intelligence
acted
'ow's security at instance of this lited the sereete insulted women and upon them like a
red flag shaken in
ter's father.
terrorized citizen, for years and those the face of a bull. Until
then the offi- ARBITRATION BODY ATTEMPT ED TO SELECT
in the hest position to know believe cers did not
THE ELE‘
Today Judge Reed will have all the
care much, as it Was not
ENTH MAN LAST EVENING, BUT FAILED, AFTER SEVERAL
4hat matters; will be made far worse necessary for
convicted
prisoners brought before
them to come in conBALLOTS HAD BEEN CAST ON THE
when the negroce take up their abode tact with
POINT.—ANOTHER
him, at which time he will ptss senthe privates.
GATHERING TO BE HELD TONIGHT.
at Fort Sheridan.
Today et Smithland there will be tence upon the unfortunates, who will
With Captain Young. however, the
Lowest Join the Service.
finished the argument of the lawyers then be carried away to the penitenit
.materially ifianges
As a
Statistic, show, it is said, that only graduate of West Point
in the suit of Mark Worten against tiary by Sheriff Jehn W. Ogilvie and
and a rankthe lowest element of the negro race ing officer
Last evening another session was can be present to make whatever
The Register Newspaper Company. his deputies. The sheriff has not dein every weiy equal, as Jar
dejoins the army and the prospects of as army regulationc
The long-drawn-out action will then cided when he will leave with the
anti etiquette are held by the board of arbitration se- fense she deems advisable.
the north shore towns being overrun concerned,
All the members of the committee go to the jury for decision.
convicts, but the men will be taken
he can not be ignored by lected by the school trustees, but
with .these people is anything but al- his
The suit has been on trial now to Edcfyville rometme the first of
brother officers. Ile has admit- nothing was effected towards settling were present last evening with excepluring
tance to the officers club and when any part of the controversy laid be- tion of Hon. John G. Miler. who is since the morning of September Mb, next week. The femaes all go to the
Not a city on the north .shore has entertaiumien
ts 6r social affairs are fore this body for adjustment, witn at Smithland as attorney in the ten days ago, and, has proven a record main state prison at Frankfort.
one-half the negro population that given
result that the men iif this body de- Worten-Register stet, and who could breaker, for civil action in this end where Mr. Ogilvie goes with them
by the post must be invited..
Evanston has. They receive better
of the state. Hon. John K. Hendrick,
The only hope of the officers is that cided to hold another meeting this not possibly be present.
after taking the males to the branch
Captain
treatment there anti better proitection he will
send his regrets to all affairs everting at the same place. the of- William tr. Patterson, the former the candidate for attorney general for institution.
than elsewhere, and for this reason
this
the
speech
cldsing
state.
makes
.
of this kind.
fice of Mr. Eli G. Boone on Broad- city clerk and retited capitalist,
was today, he being the Register's coun- .This term of court has been one
have flocked to the town in &teeming
Situation is Embarrassing.
way near Fourth street.
selected to fill Mr. Miller's place, sel
teeming with much interest as many
numbers recently. Consequently anyAltogether the situation carries
During last night's gathering sev- so a full board cotfd be in
important cases have come before it,
thing tending to make the place more many difficult
attendproblems to he solved. eral ballots were taken in attempts ance.
especially the several killing charges,
&tractive to them is looked upon with The officers, owing
SULTAN MAY HAVE TO PAY
•
to the situation of being made to select the eleventh
Pending an adjustment of the conwhle a most potent point is the orthe greatest alarm by the citizen'.
Fort Sheridan, are on aristocratic lot man to serve upon the committee,
troversy. the schools continue being Powers Wrought Up Over the Out- der of Judge Reed for the demimonde
The Evanston negroes, while they and mingle freely
in the society but nothing was avai'ed as
haves an aristocracy of their own, are events of the north
to clear out of West Court street.
thk Mote conducted in charge of the tempor
rages in Moorish City.
shore suburbs.
stood a tic each time. Tht
s. ary apoiutees selected to
knoun to lw not proof against the al-There was no term of court yesterinstruct the
Major -C. G. Treat, acting com- kept trying
to get things in ate for pupils until some adjustment is made. Tangier, Morocco, Sept. 20 —The day, the judge adjourning over unlinen:ems of the national uniform. mander
of Fort Sheridan .in the abadjustment, but at adjournment seems f the Moen- matter.
Already the places of public resent
attitude of the sultan and his repre- til today in order that the election
sence of Colonel Pitcher, who is at
ed no closer to a solution than
have been invaded by the negro eleThe committee believgs that by senhatives during disorders at Casa officers could isae the court room as
Indianapolis
review with the mathe
ment and it is believed that when the jority of troops
avipg Superintendent Lids and Miss Blanca September 17, when Cherif the voting place for the North Side
stationed at Fort when they stared in.
negro soldiers draw their pay nothing Sheridan ,would
Finally it war decided that with- Morgan before them, that there can Taelainein, with 250 men, pillaged thc of Courthouse precinct. He, will rap
not discuss the probwill prove too expensive for them ,anid lem
opened up by the acquisition of out the eleventh man being chosen, en laid bare the nature of whatever French iron works there and pursued for order this morning at 8:30
that they will freely patronize the Captain .Young
to the officers' mess, that Miss Morgan and Superintend- bjection exists against the well Europeans through the streets, wound o'clock and ru-h things through tocafes and parade the principal streets.
but as far as the privates of the negro ent I.ieb both be requested to appear known lady, and in this manner the ing several of them, have called forth day, winding up the remnants and
Women Are Fearful.
troops were concerned had nothing before the committee this evening committee brought in closer touch official probests from the French and 'preparing for final adjournment. Af04
Morocco.
Evanston is gseagerly policed and but praise to offer. The troops on when another sessOn will he held. At with the real seat of
ter rating up tomorrow and Suntrouble. In Belgian ministers to
ill lighted. but the women have been their arrival will be quartered in the this time the superintendent can lay this way they can
These diplomats have notified 'Mo- day the judge goes to Benton and
quickly sift it to
hammed El Torres, the foreign min- starts his several
accustomed to walk trp and down the cavalry barracks at the etxrense west before the body whatever charges the bottom
weeks session of
and solve the problem
streets without escorts after dark be- wing of the fort.
ister, that their governments reserved criminal
he has to bring against the lady, who v.ithout further delay.
and civir court combined.
rause they have seldom been dimthe right to demand indemnity for the
Expressions of antagonism were
Returning here on completing out
„turbed htst it is asserted that they general yesterday. Occasionally some
village of Franco-Belgian establishthere,
he then starts his October civil
OKLAHOMA
LANDS OPENED. that under the executive Order it has ments.
will be afraid to do so when con- resident would' say that he believed
term that lasts for eight weeks.
fronted with the possibility of meet- the conditions would not prove as
felt bound to issue its maps, charts,
Snit For Board.
ing a drunken squad of negro sol- bad as feared but, excepting Rev. W. Kiowa, Comanche and Apache Re- sating instructions and
CHILD ARRESTED.
other mariMrs. Linley Elliott has filed suit in
diers.
servations
Filed
Will
On.
fie
-H. Boyle, of Lake Forest, no one
time information in simplifed spellTurned Over to Parent, But Will Run the circuit court against her huaband.
Evanvton't officials are giving the looked upon the coming of the neing, but as this is not recognized by
Alonzo Elliott, for maintainance. but
Away Again Sometime.
Oyster Bay. N. Y.. 'Sept. 20.—The
matter serious coneideration and if groes with unconcern.
the foreign goternments with which
not
divorce.
there is any seta)
"Although the men are negroes,” president today issued a proclamation the
,in which the departoffice exchanges publications it
F. A. Bivens ,of Celhertsville, came
Dent of war can be perseaded to quar- Dr. Boyle said, "I cannot see any opening the Kiowa, Comanche and
awaits further instructions from the to this city yesterday morning lookSMALL BLAZE.
ter the troops elsewhere an attempt reason why .there should be any op- Apache Indian lands in Oklahoma.
secretary.
ing for his ts-yeat-old son, Ewell
will be made to have this done.
position by the residents of Lake
The interior department will anAnother questionhas arisen touch- Bivens ,who was found at the pittere Fire Started in the Attic of the EdThe four troops of the Ninth cav- Forest 'against their being quartered nonoce the date for the reception of`
ward Toof Home Last Night.
airy number between 300 and goo at Fort Sheridan. After the honor- sealed bids under which the sos,000 ing the simplified 'spelling method in frame factory in Mlecthanicsburg. The
r
Last evening about 7:30 o'clock the
111t1T.
As is usual with negro troops, able service the negro troope rendered acres of land are to be disposed of connection with the issne of com- led ran away frotn home last Sunday,
.• tthe commissioned officers are white in Cuba in the Spanish-American war to homesteaders.
missions to naval officers. The law hot was taken charge of by Officer fire department was called to the resiwith one exception. This exception is they should be entitled to the respect
peovides for the appointment and the Thad Terrell who turned him over to dence of Mr. Edward Tool, on Clark
Captain Albert Young. one of the of everyone."
treasury auditors provide for the pay- the parent. The lad was taken back street between Fourth and Fifth
account of a small -blaze
thee negro ranking officers in the
International Spelling Test.
ment of "passed" assistant eengineers home, but said he would run away streets, on
agitin
pnother
started
ceaportunity
in the attic of the buildwhen
that
preUnited States, army. Young is a
'Mrs. john K Hendriek returned
Washington, Sept. 20 —Simplifled and surgeons, and it is a question
ing. The roof was damaged considsented itself.
graduate of West Point end has seen last night from Staunton, Va., where 'Telling as indorsed by
President whether they can officially be desigerably, while the water thrown upon
service in the Philippines and in Cuba. she accompanied her daukhter, Miss Roosevelt is to have
an 'international nated and appointed as "past" assistSuperintendent P. G. Kern was here it injured the furniture and fixture;
At present bE fa in the West Indies Nell Hendrick. who returned to that test. Secretary
Bonaparte 1-- been ant engineers and surgeons and still yesterday from Louisville. He is the inside the house. The loss will
on special duty4/ hut will rejoin his city to resume her4colteee studies,
informed by the hydrographiz office draw their salaries.
amount to about Vs*.
A. a T. manager.
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PRISONERS WILL ALL
BE SENTENCED TODAY
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Willibert Frarey was alreeed 3poken
of as "an old bachelor" when he tint
went to board with Mrs. Albrecht. lie
was 28 then, a man of somewhat parIMPLORES ASSOCIATT7' PRESS ticular habits, none et the 'very song
followi
the
M
TO USE NEW SY.1
Papers were read on
ciable. What be wanted was a quiet,
Spokane, Wash., Sept. 20.—DeOF SPELLING,
s by the undermentioned:
subject
carof
s
method
able place te 'beard, as homecomfort
present
the
iflouncing
Discussion of pleurisy led by Dr.
declared
as possible, and free from any
like
ing fo: the insane, Which he
barber- William Douglass of Tacoma; "Diagannoyance from other boarders. He
to be crude, inadequate :end
prac- noses and Prognosis of Pleuritic Ef- Would Only Require Three Months offered Mrs. Albrecht unimpeachable
fellow
his
ous, a-nd calling upon
Spors fusions," by Dr. N. C. Robins of
for Nesspapers to Make Present
references, and demanded eke lake of
titioners to urge upon the metrube
discussion, led by Dr. William
kane;
e.
the
Obsolet
Appear
amend
Method
to
her, caution being his strong point.
ure
legislat
of the state
Sahnnen of Seattle; "Angina Pectoris,
Even then he wonld only take the
medical practice act so as to properly
G. Pseudo-angina and Paliptation," by
room for a week, having had doubts
define "practicing medicine," Dr.
of Dr. J. W. Bailey of Seattle; "Bradynt
preside
of Flora Albrecht, a miss of 14. He
e,
annual
20.--The
Sept.
New
York,
W. Libby of Spokan
cardia, Tachycardia, Syndromo and
associshe might be noisy, had he
Medical
feared
AssoState
gton
the
s
of
Washin
member
the
of
the
nia." by Dr. William House meeting
Ariothi
at
ion
convent
to try the place before ha defiwanted
toannual
city
the
ration, opened
Press was held in this
of Portland, Ore.; discussion, led by ciated
nitely settled down.
connecin
matters
nt
Spokane. There was a large attend•
Importa
day.
Dr. II. V. Dewey of Tacoma; "TreatAt the end of the week. however,
disposed
ance of physicians, and there were
Lesions." Dr. tion wp the service were
Heart
c
Organi
of
ment
E.
Albert
sent for his trunks, congratulathe
the members, who intwo special guests, lion.
of.
and H. \V. Howard of Prosser, Wash.;
gten,
ing
Washin
himself upon the circumstance of
of
t
other
govetee
am.!
editors
ers,
Mead,
Classification, Etiol- citee: publish
tis,
eomyoli
-Oet
e,
Spokan
at last found something that
having
of
the
t
Mayor Floyd L. Dagget
represetetatives of papers taking
the ogy and Pathology," H. W. Reed of
Mrs. Albrecht was a
him.
suited
with
•
met
service,
Press
ted
who both made brief addresses,
"Clinical Course and Differ- Associa
Seattle;
tained little womborneat,
self-con
to
quiet,
dlike
would
Walhe
former saying
several guests at dinner at .the
ential Diagnosis," Dr.-W. N Kel:er of
an, who dld not bother him with at-row-sonte- rrert -Of -Dr.- Liblieles speech
dorf-A
Tacoma; "Treatment," Dr. A. A.
ation, kept his room
and bring them before rhe next meetMelville E. Stone, general manager tempts at convers
discussion, led
e;
Spokan
ws
of
Nlaitthe
gave him a good
and
order,
In
perfect
ing of the legislature.
of the Associated. Press, presided, and
What more
dinner.
and
st
ent by Dr. E. M. Brown of Tacoma;
breakfa
betterm
a
were
ken
underta
table
guests'
have
the
"I
ance and Treat- with him; at
Signific
che,
Flora, the
for
"Heada
As
to
want?
he
could
n
'relatio
ed
with
of the statute law
Samuel L. Clemens, who discuss
Gov. mem" Dr. S. Sargentish of Tacoma.
daughter with the usually
Lanky
osis,"
tubercul
Porof
Horace
ion
Gen.
prevent
g;"
Spellin
m
the
These officers were elected for the "Refor
mane of light hair, Frarey
Mead added, "and I believe that what- coming year: President, Dr. J. H. ter, former American ambassador to tousled
y anything of her, and
red
scarcel
saw
discove
responded' to the toast,
ever medical science has
of Seattle; vice president, Dr. France, who
Lyons
less.
heard
one
only
is
There
the
adopt.
Shute,
to
Guests;" Henry A.
we ought
L. Kimball of Spokane; second vice "Our
On his part, Frarey was • model
way to stay the white plague and E.
author, who talked of "Critics," and
;
Tacoma
of
Shaw
E
.E.
Dr
t,
presiden
, quiet, regu!ar and prompt in
boarder
and
state
the
of
Uniarm
the
strong
of
the
Vincent
is
that
Thompson of Sc- Prof. George R.
H.
C.
Dr.
ry,
ents. He paid monthly
secreta
his
settlem
ed
stretch
be
on
the commonwealth should
Greer of versity of Chicago, who spoke
H.
G.
Dr.
r,
treasure
experimental stage had
The
attle;
now.
Has few terrors for the resident whose home is equipped
ic."
out as a barrier to stop it."
The conventions will be "Purely Academ
as he knew, be
.
far
as
and
Tacoma
in
passed,
words
mince
ernot
charact
did
Dr. I ibby
Mr. Clements spoke in
held as follows: Seattle, 1907; Tacowas willing to spend the rest of his
his addres:s in speaking of the care
vein. He said in-part:
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(PRXSIDENT ROOSEVELT INCREASES SCOPE OF EIGHTHOUR DAY.

issouri"

Order Will Apply to All Work Under
The Control of Government.

Oyster Bay, N. Y., Sept. 20.—
President Roosevelt today extended
the eight-hour law to apply to all
public work under the supervsion of
•any department of the government.
erais order affects more particularly
work on river and harbor improvements.
Chafes P. Neili, commissioner of
a, the tiU-eit
president has had charge since last
w.nter of the enforcement of the
eight-hour law, has sent his report
to the president.
Contractors Respect Law.
"I foetid that (me very noticeable
-"affect has already been produced in
thete matter of the eight-hour law.'•
cone:tele: the report. "Contractors
fully realize now that the law is goANKUSER &If
ing to be enforced with earnestness
Batww.AssociArioolltloo
and they no tenger dismiss it as a
matter (if no: consequence. They
probably like the law :ess- than ever,
but their attitude none the less is
ehanging 'into one of becom•
ing reepect for the statute."
carry out Commissioner Neili's
rectimmendations the president hos
,day siglicd the following order:
Oyster Bay, N. Y., Sept. 2o.—Extcutive Order: 1. All departments of
le)e goverionant -under the supervisson of which public works are being
constructed arc hereby directed to
notify the representatives stationed
4
I
at such - public works to report at
once to their respective departments
all ca•ee in which contractors or subcontractors on works nOW under coninflict:on have required or permitted
laborers or mechanics in their employ to work over eight hours in any
one ca endar day.
Close Watch Ordered Kept.
All government representatives
2.
in charge of construction Of public
works are further directed that it is
part el their duty to report to their
respective departments each and
every ceee in which laborers or mechanics are required or permitted to
work over eight hours a day on the
works under supervision of such govWherever
ernment representatives.
report showing work in excess of
eight hours a day are received by any
department they are to be referred to
the department of justice for appropriate actein
Must Keep President Informed.
3. All departments of the government under the supervision of which
public works are being constructed
by contract are further directed to
lave their respective legal officers
prepare and forward to the president
a list of such statutes and executive
orders as have a direct bearing on
contract, for the construction of public enrks and with which bidders on
such works should be made acquaint- IS SUM THE GREAT NORTHERN
ed.
RAILWAY MUST PAY FOR
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for Six Months—from January 1st to
July 1st, 1906—were

75,097,810 Bottles
An increase of over 10 Million bottles
for the same period of 1905.
BUDWEISER exceeds in sales all 2. 11er bottled beers,
even though it commands the high...st pike, because it is
the purest, best and most wholesome bottled beer in all
the world.
We court the most rigid examination of our beers and
Malt-Nutrine by all Pure rood Commissions.

Anheuser-Busch Brewing Ass'n
St. Louis U.S.A.
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J. H. STEFFEN, Manager
Anheuserrlausch Branch
Paducah
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- Wonsan and Drink.
so purchased and used and consumed
In nothing do American women
by members of said association sr
show themselves superior • to men
club."
more strongly than in their refusal to
What is known as the Baskette bill,
be led away into paths of drunkenpassed
by the city council on May 24,
flees. The annual consumption of limob. failed in its provisions regarding
quor is increasin threigh even here SCOPE OF BASKETTE BILL IS retail
liquor dealers, to exempt social
BROAD IN THIS PAR
there has been a larger increase in
clubs and organiaztionsi from the payTICULAR.
the amount of beer arid hght wines
POSTED HIS OWN BILL
ment of a tax to the city. Among
Spokine. Wash., Sept. 20.One hun- consumed than in the more proother things the ordinance says: "ReThe Most Memorable Engagement dred thousand dollar, is the approxi- nounced intoxicant-s.
tail (meaning liquor dealers) taxed as
It is probable that the amount of
Edwin Booth Ever Played.
Narthville. Tenn., Sept. 20.—City At- other merchants, and in addition shall
mate amount which the Great Northern Railway company will have to pay alcoholic beverage taken by women is torney McAllister has not yet ten- pay eadh yer annum $250. . . . Liquor
F.dwin Booth once told a little com- in adlusting the claims of widows and decreasing both actually and propor- dered to City Marshal Charles W. dealers are defined as every person,
pany of his intineetee that the most next of kin for the ten human lives tionately. One has only to look into Long.hurst on apinion as to whether company
firm
spirituous,
romantic, memorable and delightful lives lout, in the train wrecks at Cain- the business world to learn how ens the Elks or Eagles and the Hermitage vinous or malt liquors,
beer or ale or
engagement that he ever played in den, Waeh. ,and Bearer, B. C., in July. tirely abstemious is the woman at or the University clubs have to pay a intoxicating bitters, or any medicated
bie life wias one in which he was The only likelihood of a suit in court work. So rare is the appearance of a license to the city in order to sell li- or adulterated cider, or any associa•obliged to paste his own bills.
k that by the relatives of N. Ed- woman clerk or operative under the quors in their club houses, but it tion, incorporated or otherwise, Which
It was in the early -years of his ca- ward :Munson. engineer , of the fast influence of liquor, so seldom do the- would seem that such organizations, handles such liquor for sale."
reer, long before his famous hundred mail, which was wrecked near Cam- records of any commercial or manu- unless -the council relieves them, as
nights' run of "Hamlet" at the 'Winter den. The officials of the road, declare facturing concern chow the discharge did the council of toot, will have to
The Professional Dynamiter.
Garden in New York. and at a time he was negligent in maintaining a of a woman for drunkenness. that such Pier
i
The finished type of the dynamiter
when romance and enthusiasm were high rate of. speed and on that ac cases .may confidently he said not to ; It is learned that the supreme court,
is the man who has had, the ability
still young in his heart. He had count it is sought to reduce the claim exist at all.
in a case in 20 Pickle, held that the to Ike, and the luck
to survive long
The same result is borne out in the
played with varying 'success in many of the family to a minimum hut the
Hermitage club was liable to the coun- enough to graduate
from the plant and
divorce courts-. A hundred.tmen ere
parts of the country, journeying even family is holding out for
ty for such tax, and it is generally
$10,000to San Francisco and the few camps Families of I. N. Cornwaite and T. put away by their distressed wives conceded that in the absence of an become an agent. In his -best embodin the gold-bearing country that were J. Dolhow, both of Spokane, each set- for overdrinking to one woman who exception by city ordinance, these iment the exelosives agent is some:barge enough to supply him with awe- tled with the company for $fe,000, suffers separation from that cause. It clubs will be liable under the Bas- thing of a chemist, something of a.
encee. Here he had done so well while others ranged frem $7,500 to is proved by the number of drtmke kotte bill, which will hit each for $23o quarryman, something of an electrithat he felt encouraged to try his for- etcs000. Prof. Grimeted of Colville, ards seen in the public streets or ar- a year. The 2o Pickle case held that: cian, a good- deal of a mineralogist,
andeabove all, a man of resource and
tune in still temoter climes, and ac- Wash. ,dectined- to make a claim for rested by the police. The fact that ! "A
social club chartered and organ- coolness. It is he who does the exfew
saloons
admit
women
is
further
cordingly embarked from the Golden <
declaring e
as not inevidence to the Same effect Ayr noth- ized under acts of 1875, chapter 142, ploding. The factory gets notice from
'Gate for the Hawaiian island's, there, jured
ing is more reasonable than that a de- I not for profit, but for social eneoy- a railroad that a contract is open for
in the Honolulu theater and un&r the
mand in this direction should' be duly iment, that maintains a club house, the deetruction of a ledge of rock,
<lire& patronage of the diark-brown
royaky that ilicn held sway, he played LOCKS CHURCH TO GET PAY supplied. That such places as cater ;keeps a stock of liquors which is dis- which blocks -their line of advance.
to women in this regard are closed pensed only to members and their Awey goes the agent, with his gripan engagement to Which he looked
up as soon as they make themselves non-resident guests at .a price fixed by sack full of ready-made destruction,
back in after years with much pleasMinister Says He Was Then Assault- known to the general public is a mat- a goveening committee sufficient to to look the ttring over. First he
ure and satisfaction. •
ed by Deacon, Who is Arrested.
cover the outiay in purc'hasing and draw, upon his mineralogic lore to
ter of common notoriety.
"But after the play was over," said
It will be a sorry day for America preserving the same, but not with a determine the nature of the rock. If
'Booth, "I found it necessary to climb
Chicago, Sept. 20.—William A. —as it has already become for Eng- view of protfi, and turns the proceeds it is very hard he uses a high grade
down from the high plane of art to
Barkley,
221
Twenty-fourth place, land—when the women conduct them- received, for such liquors into the of his explosive, which delivers a
common ground and take steps to andeacon of the Marie Methodist Epis- selves in any other manner. Mean- treasurer of the club, not for distribu- quick, shattering blow. In ease of
notmee my repertory to the public.
copal chapel, Wentworth avenue and while there is nothing to fear. Even tion, but to pay expenses, and pays soft rode the lower grade supplies
:This was -done -almost entirely' by way
Twerrtyt-hird street, and John Pow- the daughters of motherts accustomed United States revenue tax as a liquor a blast which will produce a wider efof posters, and I could not trust the
ers, janitor, will be arraigned before to drink in the reason-able manner of dealer, is liable for the privilege tax fect ,although it will not break the
job to native boy% because they alMartin September 27 on a continental Europe soon fall into our imposed on liquor dealers by the rev- dislodged rock into each small pieces.
Jusbice
ways ate the paste and threw away the
charge
of
assault. Rev. Jesse A. Dean national habits :and refrain altogether. enue act of Igoe, chapter 432, class- Next, as a quarryman, he considers
bebills. My actors would not do it,
is
ing social clubs that handle liquor fur the nature of the ledge ahd the indithe
complainant
Mr. Dean is pas- —Evasselle Courier.
cause they were such eminent artists
rale as liquor dealete, and making cated fissures- or veins, and plaits his
church. He alleges that he
and -thoroughbred gentlemen, so I had tor of the
persons who pay United Stales rev- drilling accordingly. Then he must
collect
his
salary
to
enable
wanted
to
to do it myself. Many a time have I
In Humorous Vein.
enue tax prima facie liable for said attend to the drilling of the tholes, the
taken off the costume of Taw), or Ham- him to go on a vacation and locked
Photographer—Will you have a full- privilege tax."
tamping of the charge, and—here his
let or Othello and gone out witth a the church doors when it was not length portrait or a vignette, sir?
Under the revenue ordinance passed electrical knowledge is called for—the
given
to
him.
Dater
says
that
he
he
bucket of paste and a roll of paper to
"Vignetter I should think not. by the eit in June, 1904, :t was en- arrangement of the batteries. After
'bill the town,' as we say here in was assaulted by the defendants and What do you suppose I put my new
acted that retail liquor dealers eheiulci a few blasts lie gives the railroad comthe
church
keys
were
taken
frern
him.
America, for my netx appearance."
hoots on for, etetpid?"—Meggendorfer pay an ,actealorem tax the same as pany his estimate, and if it is accepted
other merchants ef $72 a year. But, he may oversee the. job hinieelf.—
Mr. Young liushanidt—Cave you a Blatter.
A close-fisted man isn't necessarily
,
weld the act- "This .ax shall not, ap- American Magazine.
butcher, my love?
good
a pugilist.
Wife—A pchlect gentleman, (barIf you go :about et right, a qeerter ply to clubs or associations for social
Ile ling. When I order a four-pound will make as moch noise drenping purposes, who purchase liquor to be I tvery dog has 'hie day, and every
Adam's frrst fall occurred when
he always sends one weighing !into the collection plate as a
used on their private premises; stud If•at has his night. buesa man isn't sat;roast
,
fell in love with Eve.
sex or seven.—Judge.
unless he -has both,
Who make no profit from such liquors
iliatr gold piece.—New York Times,

DEFINITION OF
LIQUOR DEALER

CORNERSTONE LAID
OF Y. M.G. A. BUILDING
OVER 3000 PERSONS PRESENT
AT CEREMONY—GOVERN'
OR MAKES ADDRESS.

Spokane, Wash., Sept. 20.—"This
happy coo-peratiiii between the Masonic brethren and the Young Men's
Christian association who engage in
these exercises is 'beautiful and it is
well, for these organizations, perhaps,
have contributed more in practical
celerity -and in practical Christianity
than any other organiaztion of like
character."
Hon. Albert E .Mean, governor of
Wlashington ,gave expression to these.
worde at the laying of the cornerstone
For the Y. M. C. A. building in Spokane. and more than 3000 persons
participating in the eexrcises. The
structure, when completed. will cost
$140.0oo, which has been raised by
subscription. ,
The exercises were tinder the di:
rection of E. F. Waggoner of Spokane, grand master of the Mlasonic
order in Washington, who was assisted by his staff, and Dr. M. Williamson, grand master of the Oregon
grand lodge, others taking part. being
Rev. W. J. Hindley grand orator;
Right Rev. Alfred Lockwood, the
Elks' male quartet. W. S. Gilbert,
ehainuan of the board of trustees of
the Y. M. C. A., and the Inland Empire band.
r '
After the stone was placed Gov.
Wad said: "I have had, the opportunity during. the last few days of
mingling with representatives of upward of thirty states and I have a
message to bear to you of the name
this yotmg giant of the Northwest,
this great city of Spokane, has end the
fame and reputation it bears in other
states. It is second to none in the
Northwest in its progress, in its development, in its industry and in ft*
patriotic citizenship. In the name of
upward of Roo,000 people of this great
commonwealth of the great Northwest, I bid you godspeed in this noble work. arid I predict in their name
a splendid success for this inetirtition.
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An actress says the beet part she%
ever had was her own'divorce

../

cases of chronic tobacco poisoning
as to cause ...legislatures to enact
laws preventing theiri sale ' to the
3 outhful. U.sual'y and unfortunately,
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excessively also indulge in alcohol,
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Register
and
in these subjects the use of both
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poisons often produces atrophy of
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Wants Intervention Now.
Chicago Tribune:
If it is. done,
ewere well it were done quickly.
There should not be any delay on the
part of our government with reference
to Cuba. Not only should there be
intervention, but there Should be
prompt intervention.
Near to a Blunder.
Pittsburg Dispatch: The landing
from the cruiser Denver of a force of
armed sailors and their subsequent
withdrawal, with; the exception of a
small legation guard. need explanation. There seems to have been a general precipitancy all around that came
perilously near to blundering.

musT

corn-mission in "leafing with railriaaali s pAtliA
and newspaper relations.
'°
Nothing but money may ,be re- ,
ceived for transportation. This pro,
vision is aimed at newspaper and
periodical advertising, a Iconsideration a part of which has' ben paid for
in transportation. Hereafter it will
have to be paid in cash, provided', of
course, that the ruling be. juaicious- WILL NOT AGREE TO PEACE
ly upheld'.
AS LONG AS HE REMAINS
It is probable, as we have said, that
PRESIDENT.
most of toe railroads and a large
proportion of the newspapers and
periodicals, will tind no fault with.
Rebels Strong Enough to Capture
the 'regulation It will simplify matHavana is the Declaration of
things
deal
by
putting
good
ters a
Three Cuban Liberals.
on a strictly cash basis-, and that is
undoubtedly the most satisfactory
basis upon which to do business.
The big trunk line systems and the
New York, Sept. 2o.—That the
larger periodicals will deem the new Cuban insurgents are ,not ready to
departure satisfactory.
accept peace on any terms was provBut the satisfaction may not be ed yesterday by the arrival here front
universal. The smaller railroads and lavana on the steamer Mexico oi
the smaller newspapers will not be three prominent members of the Libso AV :1 itleas;ed. The small railroiads eral party, who came as emissaries of
cannot afford to pay 'cash for the the insurrection. The men are Vic•
amount of advertising they now do
cute Roche, one of the wealtiest men
and the smaller newspapers cannot
Matanzas; Julian Ayala, secretary
in
afffford to pay cash for the transporgeneral
of the Liberal party, and
tation they now enjoy. There will
Zubizarreta, a member of the
thus be a marked reduction both in Octavio
advertising and- the amount of trans- House of representatives from Haportation that can be used -by news'- vana province. The trio came her::
to work in the interests of the inpapers.
It may even be doubted whether surgents and will co-operate with the
the larger railroad systems will view lecal junta.
"Me have great confidence. in Secthe rule with entire satisfaction. A
great deal of valuable advertising retary Taft," said Senor Roche,
of various kinds has hitherto been abut he will not be able to make
available through paying for it with reace if Palma remains in office. The
ttaiasportanion. }.t ,is adtbsing insurrection is strong enough to dewhich would hardly warrant easih feat the goy:an:nein army and take
payment, yet it is advertising which: Havana."
the railroads will be loath to resign.
Under the ruling of the corn-mission
YOUNG MEN TO FRONT.
it will have to be discontinued.
It remains to be seen, however, Will Be in Command if Army is Sent
whether this riling will stand a conto Cuba.
stitutional test if questioned--and it
interthe
Can
be.
will
undoubtedly
Washington, Sept. 20.—Votuig ofstate comrnisaion abrogate the right
ficers
for command in Cuba in case
of barter and trade, a right which is
is sent there is the plan
army
the
commerce
at the foundation of all
upon by the war
and which was in existence before iaactitally decided
probably
leunstim
Gen.
department.
the
This
is
money was thought of?
question which will be tried out when Will be in command and his chief
latutenants are likely to be Bri:a Gen.
the rule is taken into the couret.
If the right of barter may constitu- Thomas H. Barry and Wiliam P.
tionally be inhibited in one case it Duvall. who have recently co.npleted
may be similarly nullified in all caaes. an inspection of the German maneuThis would stop all transactions in- Ness in Europe They have notified
volving payment "in kind' and bring the department that they itacnd to
all business to a steictly cash basis. sail for this country September 29
Such a condition might prove desir- but, owing to the situation in Cuba,
able in some ways and intolerable in they have been advised taat their
others.
presence at an earlier date will be
It remains to be, seen, at all events, desirable.
whether the courts will sanction the
precedent which the commission seeks
WELCOMES AMERICAN&
to establish. The adjudication of the
inteeesting.
question will he
Insurgent Leader is Glad to Have
Uncle Sam Take Part in Peace
Negotiations.
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SEES NO HOPE
MAIMED BURN IN
FOR THE JEWS
WRECK NEAR LONDON
DR. EMIL T. HIRSCH RETURNS HEAVY LOSS OF
LIFE IN RAILAND TALKS ABOUT
ROAD CATASTROPHE IN
RUSSIA.
ENGLAND.

Washington, D. C. ,Sept. 19.—"Intervention in the Russian crisis is only
Since the machinery of the courts
possible on the part of Austria and
Germany. Interference on the part
Intervention for Cuba's Good.
has been put in motion to suppress
of this country, as it has -been carried
New York San: Fair mindied Cuthe bawdy houses, the next step
out in the past by petitions and resobans,
therefore,
recogniez
that
must
should be in the direction of the in their own interest President Roose
lutions ,merely aggravates the Rusgambling hers that flourish in this velt will be constrained to intervene
sians, as they feel that the Jew is the
cause of foreign interference and that
eity. Paducah is known for and for a while unless some means can
gives further reason to exterminate
pacifying
the
insurgbe
hit
upon
of
unless
and
open
city,
wide
wide as a
them. Russia will continue to boil
ents.
the respectable people get together
for ten years -to come. I heard nothing new while I was in Europe, but
and unite in a move to rid the city
Situation Full of Gunpowder.
from experience I know that whichHartford Times: The situation is
of the many pitfalls' that lie before
ever way the cat jumps the Jew will
full
of
gunpowder.
Cool
heads,
sound
parmen,
no
the feet of the young
get
it."
have
foresight
judgment
should
and,
ent who has the real welfare of the the right of way at Oyster Bay, at
With, this statement Dr. Emil G.
Hirsch, recently returned from a vachild at heart can afford to rear it Washing-ton and at Havana.
cation spent in travel on the contiin this city.
nent, summed up the Russian situaAction Too Precipitate.
There is an clement in this city
tion.
Baltimore News: The action taken
composed of men of wealth, and pre- at Havana in landing a force of sail"I did not lg.) to Russia," he continued. "I was traveling for my health,
tended respectability, who profit ors from the Denver was regarded
and there arc ,ome things about Ruslarge.)
, by conditions that are toler- as too precipitate, and the announcesia which might affect me unpleasofficial
ment.
followed
by
was
soon
ated in Paducah. Financially they
antly. I found that Kissengen had a
declarations that orders had been isare indirectly interested in many of sued for the recall of the force with
more salubrious climate. It is more
of a problem to get the 3.000.000 Jews
the places that each week are de- the exception of a small detail for a
out of Russia into some other counstroying men in this city. That ele- legation guar&
try than it is for me to get into Rusmany
with
ment wields an 'influence
sia.
A Sentimental Experiment .
people, and will continue ko sow the
Witte Is Distrusted.
Milwaukee Sentinel: Unless. pres"I find from those who have left
seed of destruction unless the decent ent signs fail we are seeing the beginRussia recently that the country is
people rise up and say to them that ning of the end of our semimental exunited only in one thing, and that a
republic,
limitperiment
with
a
'Cuban
they must face the courts for the
in distrust of Witte A6 to all tither
ed.
part they 'play in bringing discreda
matters they arc undecided and particularly as to any definite course of
to the cit.' •The buildings in which ' Negro Question Steps In.
actian. The extreme radicals find as
Knoxville Sentinel: If we annex
the gambing hells flourish rent for
much fault with the Constitutional
Cuba
Alien
Hayti
and
Jamaica
would
anormous sums and the men who reDemocrats as they do with the bureauwant tirconie in. In Jamaica the neceive the rentals know that gam- groes outnumber the whites 44 to 2.
New Orleans, Sept. ao.--A staff dis- cracy.
"The leaders of the peasants and
bling goes on in the buildings, and whereas it is but little better in Hayaatch to the Picayune today from
t.uba gives an interview wah the in- the working classes know an astonunder the law they are as guilty as ti. The negro question alone, in conishing amount of political theory, but
nection with the possible anneaxtion
vargent leader in Havana province,
the man Who looks after the "rake of Cuba should deter us from such a
which he when the /anima met it had not only
Si
Castllo,
Enrque
L1rl
Gen.
off". Indict a few of the landlords step.
no power to interfere With legislation
says he wond like to see a commis- but it spent all its time discussing
and public gambling will cease in
neto
appointed
Americans
sion of
the rights of man and -theories of govLeave Them to Themselves.
Paducah. Even now, trusted employgotiate peace.
ernment. The members knew all about
Press: General opinion here INTERESTING ALL DAY SESUtica
es of many of the business concerns is opposed to any American interven"I believe there is no season to the previous reatshations that had
SION CONDUCTED YESTERAmerican intcrvent on immed- taken place, but they have no settled
expect
DAY BY THEM.
are in the toils of the gamblers, and tion and prefers to see the Cubans
iately."
Gen. Castilo said, "but it wilt program to carry out even if they had
amost nightly they are playing to settle their own affairs as best they
would like to at the Unit- the power. They did' a thing which
I
come.
get even--defaukers, murderers, sui- may.
negotiate peace We have showed that they had not become as
States
ed
Ladies Mite Society Gathers With
cides and thieves are being made by
great confidence in Prsidant Roos- the cazr wished them to be. They
A Warning for Discretion...
Mrs. Calissi This Afternoon—
those places and it is only a matter
wit. We believe .that if he inter- investigated the maesacres at Odessa
Pittsburg Post: The fact that our
Rev. Ball Called Here.
venes he will cause his representa- and elsewhere and found that the got'of perhaps weeks or months before government is already charged with
tives to remain in Cuba just long eminent was responsible far them
those tragedies will occur or the much responsibility for the growth
aril then v.itli- and they so reported.
of the insurrecticn should itself act as
Yesterday the misaionary society of enough to make peace,
peculations of the victims become a warning to President Roosevelt and
"Further, they wanted the cam. to
draw
them."
this city -held an all day meeting at
division of the land in !tame
effect
public. The question with the busi- his cabinet advisers, to act with the
what
coirespemdent
arrived
The
church,
the
Nlethsxliat
the Broadway'
.
way
so
that
the peasant could possess
aid
night
at
Castilo's
camp
ness men and others at this time, is greatest discretion
session Proving a moat profitable and Gen.
a fair share of the soil. To do that
folthe
•s
men
there.
soo
(mind
will
continue
to
that
entertaining
one.
not
whether or
hoiusIdowenithlearndhsa‘:ndhagdiveton
Palma Government Lacks Virility.
---• •
Quite an entedtaining program was l--iwing
permit those places to floarish, or
cut
Pittsburg Gazette-Times: The one carried out, one of the most delight-In the strict sense hf the worn.
them to the people or he would have
will they as good citizens take steps condition under Which our govern- ful features being the remark&by
there is no camp here. One search- been forced to cut down the landed
ment'
spared
the
need
of
intermay
be
towards calling upon the authorities
Rev. Stuart, of China, who is in this es the landscape in vain Or signs of possessions of hie nobles, and in that
vening is a turn of events whereby city visiting her son, Dr. David Stuart.
I iFtead. the case lose their support and face a
to suppress and c'ose them up.
tents or camp fires
the Palma government will succeed in 9Iw has spent the past thirty years in
slept on the &wand. wnere- counter revolution.
soldiers
asserting itself. It .,is much to be that foreign land, working as a miswished, without cover from
Little Hope for the Jews.
feared
that the Palma regime lacks sionary among the heathens, and her c‘er they
Evils of Cigarette Smoking.
"There is little hope that even
the virility essential to its own main: talk teemed with many practical
even use their saddles for pillows. should the revolution win the Jews
One of the most dangerous habits tenance.
points of deep interest tomihe Paducah We were impressed with the mature will be materially bettered. If the
into which young men and boys can
ladies.
aaracter of the troops with Castillo. government wants to divert the atfall, is that of cigarette smoking.
Cuba and the Philippines.
At noon yeatarday a imiche al was They are considerably older than the tention of the people it attacks the
Spokane Spokesman-Review: There served by the ladies who had- many
The evils of the habit arc far greatmost of them Jews. If the revolution wants to keep
will be many to agree that events of the public as their guests All the troops in Gunes, and
war."
er than those of dirinking whiskey. have shown that annexation at the
Spanish
its hand in during the dull season it
the
of
veterans
were
talks were along the missionary line.
attacks the Jews. Whichever way the
and every parent should do their ut- close of the war with Spain might and -all day large crowds, of the noble
cat jumps, the !tw gets it.
most to prevent their boys from in- harve been the better policy. But how workers and their friends were inside TOBACCO USERS
"The czar ail course, thinks that it
UNDER THE BAN.
dulging in the pernicious habit of can they hold this view and still say the church participating in the gathis not politic to have the Jews killed
that the United States does wrong in ering.
smoking cigarettes. The average busi- retaining possession and control of
when he need's money and want; to
Mite Society Meets.
Will Nor Be Given Scholarships By borrow from the Rothschild'. and so
ness man prefers an employe who the Philippines'?
MadiSays
University,
Mas. Richard Callissi of 928
the Syracuse
when the country becomes hard
Chancellor Day.
son street. has the First Baptist
drinks to one who smokes cigarettes.
pressed for money the killing stops
with
meet
Society
ladies'
Mhe
church
Prof. Charles'Mohe, of Hahnemann
Better to Have Annexed.
for a while. I am inclined to think
Syracuse, N. Y., Sept. 19.—Tobacco
Loui-sville Courier-Journal: In view her this afternoon.
have learned from eyefrom
what
college of Philadephia, in an address
Rev. Fleetwood Ball of Leixturon, users and theater-goers among the
of all the circumstances, it would have
masO n the es'als of cigarette mok ing used been better if, when for our security, Ten,n., has been called to the pastor- college student's of Syracuse Univer- witnesses that the cruelty of the
modiefid
than
been
rather
sacres
has
some very strong but truthful words as well as from sentiments of human- ship 'of the Second Baptist church sity must pay full tuitian according to exaggerated in the accounts.
icily.
an edict issued by the chancellor.
ity, we took part with the revolution, of
when he said;
"There are, of course, many Jews
James
R. Diay. today, when college
ieta in 1898 against Spain. we had anin the revolutions, especially
active
"Excessive use of tobacco, especopened for the fall term.
nexed the island and, held it in a ter- RUSTAN GENERAL
among
the students. Considering the
ially in the form of cigarettes, dulls ritorial condition- instead of merely
"Young men who can afford to pay
ASS ASSINATED AT WARSAW
condition
of things this is not to be
for needigss luxuries and indulgences wondered at. The.government feels
intellect, impairs
the
nutrition. assuming a quasi protectorate withtuition,
and
Warsaw. Rtisaian Poland, Sept. 20. can afford to pay for their
tnat it woil be well me e.sterminate
seriously affects the eyes, causes func- very limited power of control.
Nisal ff. of the artillery, has will receive no concessions from the
them."
tional and organic heart disease, and
"Suds
erchancellor.
was
here.
He
the
assa
-Mated
said
been
faculty."
Trusts Back of Revolution?
roncoasly thought to be a member of students need' not expect to be given
in other ways contributes to physical
New Orleans News: Naturally, if the field ctottrt-martial.
scholarships. A young man who FUNDS VANISHING
and mental degeneracy.
There i; any -..rutis in these 'hints that. Gen. Nicolaieff WW1 walking on smokes is a fool, at least in that parWHILE MISERY INCREASES,
"Boys who smoke cigarettes much American trusts are back' of the revo- Wiclka street this morning when he ticular. 1-le ought to take better care
are prodigious 'jars and thieves, have lution in Cuba, suspicion will at once was surrounded by five revolutionists of his nerves and present a cleaner Chile Relief Committee Receives Apbe caait on the sugar and tobacco in- and shot dead. The murderers es- exhibit of himself."
peal for More Money.
been found unmanageable at honte
terests. Both are interested in Cuba caped.
wae expelled from skitbulldog
New
York,
Sept. 20.—The Chili reThe
and at school, and judges of the juv- to the extent of many millions of dolmit'ories • and. fraternity houses of lief committee has received the frillow
enile courts have declared that "of lars.
If a woman can't convince a man Syracuse University two years ago. m g cable dispatch from the foreign
the •ineorrigible and criminal class
without art argument the case is hope- Last year students frequenting sa- relief committee at Valparaiso:
"Gratefully acknowledge cable reless.
ns or pool-rooms were threatened.
of boys not a boy has been found
Railroads and Newspapers.
Farads vanishing, while
h expulsion ,and the lateet an- mittances.
who did not use cigarettes."
(Chicago Chronicle.)
Servant (complaining to a friend)— n ncement is that smokers will he misery increases. Do your best to
"During the past decide the habit
Probably most of the railroads and MY mistress is certainly the original penalized by being made to pay fulLeatinsulate subscriptions.",
of cigarette smoking, Apecially by most of 'the larger newspapers will mean woman. To keep tab on, me. tuition. Nearly a thousand free I This measiage confirms previous adwelcome the rule which, according 'she numbered 'the coffee beans, and scholarships* were given away to needy vices as to the seriousness of the
boys and young men before the aga to the Interstate
Commerce Com- today she came and accused me of students last year. and the number aituation created by the recent earthof maturity, has given rise to many misioner Knapp, is, to govern the stealingNo 37 "—Fliegende flatter. 'will be cut in half this year
quake and fire in Valparaiso.
The Gambling Hells.
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on the Falcon Shape...These are the best pens, made reguardless of price anr toget you to try them we will let you
..have — 12 PENS FOR. 5 CENTS.

London,. Sept. 20.—The crowded
Scotch express train on the Great
Northern railway leaving London last
night was wrecked outside of Grantham at inidnig ht.
The train should have stopped) at
Grantham, but failed to do so. Shortly atter passing the station the train
left the rails and jwuped a bridge.
The engitta ard several coaehes were
dashed over the embankment, the engine turning turtle. Several coaches,
immediately took fire.
Injured Burn in Debris.
There are many passengers beneath
the debris. Of ten extricated five
have died. The number of lives lost
is not known, .but is believed targe.
Many were injured.
At last accounts the coaches were
still blazing and the tire brigade had
been called out. The dead and injured as yet have not been identified.
Bridge Completely Shattered.
At the spot where the express was
derailed there is a curve and it is supposed the brakes failed to act. The
train appears to Slave gone upon a
smashing the parapet of the
bridge. which was completely shattered.
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LOCATES IN
ADMORE, I. T.
DR. ROBERT RIVERS LEAVES
FOR THAT CITY NEXT
MONDAY.

1

)
Will Be in Charge of
Larga Sanitarium. g15,0,30 Wor,h of ._
Being Subscribed.
Dr. Robert Rivers will leave next
Monday for Ardmore. I. T., to locate
and piaster lae profession. -He is one
of the able- young physicians in this
end of the state and 'his friends
(
"wish
him much success in his new field.
Rivers went to Ardmore the
first of this year, but returned to wind
up his business affairs. laor several
months past lie has been at Smithland, fully recovering his strength
alter a siege of illness in a hospital at
St. Louis.
"
Dr. Rivera will start a large sank*titan or infirmary at Ardmore.'having
sold 'wick subscriptions to the amount
of $15,000 while he was out there the
. .
first of thie year. There is no inststutin of this nature an that place,
which is a flouriahing city of tff,00o.
people, and rapidly growing. He expects to have the sanitarium opened
for business by the first of next year.
accompanies him West
nexHtiswewekif.e

RIVER NEWS
The steamer Joe Fowler expects tor
resume business sometime next week.
She has been laying up her for the
past two weeks, as resialt of her shaft
breaking while she was en route to
Evansville.
The Dick Fowler skips out for Cairo
this morning at 8 o'clock and come*
back tonight about it.
The steamer Kentucky came out of
the Tennessee ri‘ar last night. She
lay; here until 5 o'clock totiorrow
afternoon before departing for her return that way.
The Jahn S. Hopkins, left yestcfay
for Evansville. She conws
,ere
tomorrow.
The Reuben Dunbar comes in today
from Evansville and starts immediately on her return that way.
The City of Saltillo passes out Itoday en route from the Tennessee river to St. Louis.
The Buttorff will leave Nashville
tomorrow and getting here Sunday,
lay until noon Mkinday before getting '
away for Clarksville:
The fellow who tells a girl he would.
lay down his life for her often balks
when he has to tell her father.
A womatyalways feels that fate is
unkind to her if the poor man she refuses to marry turns around and
makes a fortune.
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FINISH PLANS
FOR SEWERS cuasiens

ASSIGNEE WAS"OkAIMS BEAT
DISCHARGED
BOARD BILL

THEY PROVIDE FOR
STORM SEWER OVERFLOW

BOYD FINISHED THE
WINDING UP OF ESTATE

-

4
.5
I

"OS

was with the understambagoatat the
company would take up the Twelfth
•
street rails,
rails., but Mr. Bleecker now
I wants authority to let these tracks re•
for use
casen carnivals
v:1,2%7
re
ei nn
plot
of ground at that corner. His reqaest was simp'y riled, which means
1130 S. THIRD STREET:
it is not granted.
PADUCAH. K1
,ENGINEER ALVORD ORDERED
J. M. Recce applied to the boards HAVING ATTENDED TO ALL WILL HUME CHARGED WITH
TO COMPLETE NO. 2 SET
DUTIES, HE IS RELEASED
DEFRAUDING MRS. HUDfor a saloon license at 825 WashingFOR MUNICIPALITY.
OF LIABILITY.
SON OUT OF $21.
ton street, the first of August, but
it took the public boards all of that
month to issue the grant.
As he
• 4
John Doe Accused of Striking and
could not open until it was finally
Having Trouble With Joe Moore
passed upon, he now requests the
at Boarding House.
board to return him the money he
pale in for August, but which was of
no avail as he could not open that
This morning at to o'clock William
ADOPTION GIVEN THE ORDI- month on account it taking until QUITE A NUMBER OF DEEDS
Hume
will be tried before Justice
be
September
acton
to
final
for
1st
NANCE AUTHORIZING $100.LODGED FOR RECORD YESCharles Emery on the charge of degiven. This request was referred.
000 BOND ISSUE
TERDAY WITH CLERK.
frauding Mrs. Ida 'Hudson out of a
City Assessor tSewart Dicke notiThe variety shown by us afford the widest range for aelectlen,
$2! board' bill. Hume was arrested
sou.
fied the board that he had selected
our
prices are very low indeed. Be sure to :Lee the advaetages
yesterday
and
lodged
in
the
ae
county
The
deputy.
Holand
his
as
Mayor Yeiser Has Warrented Bill- Dick
James Byers Qualified as Administra- jail by Constable
are offering this season in silverware.
Shelton.
ratified.
choice
was
poster Utterback for Placarding
tor of the Estate of His Brother,
Hume boarded with Mrs. Hudson
The aldermen issued a request askCertain Kind of Matter.
Carney Byers.
at the latter's hone on North. Fourth)
ing the board of works to cut down
street, but left one night several
the expenses of the street department
weeke since ,and has been down in
Instructions were issued to Civil nearly all the money appropriatBallard county. Yesterday .he passed
Yesterday
county
the
in
court
A.
having
been
Engineer Alvord last evening by the ed for that use this year
E. Boyd was released from all liabil- through here en route to Livingston ,
council and aldermen, as a commit- expended.
ity,
and discharged as the assignee of county and was arrested at the wharfThe street committee wa4 directtee of the whole to proceed and comthe
late John J. Bleich, the jewler boat While in the city.
plete plans No. 2 for sewerage dis- ed to see George Rawleigh aboet who made an assignment and who
Had a Scrap.
John Doe, alias John Mitchell, was head on New Year's uy. It is suptrict No. 3, which is to be construci- opening an alley in Mechanicsburg lacked only a few cents of paying
posed that the partaker of th•ie viand
td in this city. These orders will through the property belonging to &Aar for dollar on his indebtedness. arrested yesterday by Constable Shel- will through
the coming year be parRawleigh
and
Mr.
others.
ton
on
a
warrant
sworn out in Justice ticularly
be forwarded right away to the
Transfers.
Realty
successful
in leis enterprises.
referred
engineer
was
Emery's court, in which Doe is acChicago civil engineer so he can get I To the city
'Antiquarians have connected this cusProperty on Main street has been cused of
Henry
Rankin
and
report
that
the
striking
and
cursing Joe tom with the
-the specifications and drawings cornsot dby E. D. Thurman to John Philpractice common among
pleted at as early a date as possible. Tarbell Laurie had their private ley for $150. The indenture was left Moore during a fight at the boarding primitive people of eating the
heart
house
of
sidewalks
Mrs.
on
upon
public
fences
out
Marsh,
on
Fourth
anel of tigers or other
These pans No. 2 provide that the
for record yesterday with the county Broad streets.
beasts in the belief UNITED STATES COURT OF CLAIMS
East
Broad
side
Ninth
between
the
of
for
pipe shall be smaller than called
The Publishers of Webster's International
clerk.
Doe will be given a trial before the that the courage and endurance of the Dictionary
allege t hat it -is, lir fact.the popuin plans No. i and that when the way and Jefferson streets. They must
beast will become theirs.
Mrs.
Anfrom
Austin
Lulu
bought
justice
lar
tomorrow
Unabridged thoroughlyte-edlted lire% ery
morning.
p.pes fill with water, the accumula- set their fences in so the pubic strect drew P. Humburg for $450, property
detail,and vastly enriched in every part, with
the purpose of adapting it iii meet the larger
4- -a e• 4- -a 4- -a e- e- emil in the storm sewer mains will work can go ahead on the proper on liarahan boulevard.
e- e- eand severer requirements of another generalines.
tion."
overflow into the creek touched
Lula Austin sold to Martha G. PurWe are of the optieon that this allegation
Mayor Yeiser was directed to get
PERSONAL MENTION.
throughout the city. This will prei• most clearly and accurately describes the
for
cell
$283.33,
property
Haraon
warrant
Utterback,
tne
Will
for
a
work
that has been accoruplIshed and the
•:.
vent congestion in the underground
han boulevard.
result thathasbeeu reached. 1.'he Dictionary,
i•
of' i•
•t•
mains. The No. 2 pan calls for a biilposter, because he placarded the
4•
as it now stands, has been thoroughly reJ. H. Schneidman bought from
-Mrs. Joseph A. Miller has returned edited in every detail, has been corrected In
system costing about $204000. while city with a naked Indian woman in Catherine iSichmidtt
every part, and is admirably adapted to meet
other
and
for
$1
from Pembroke, Ky., where she went ; the larger and severer requirements of a
plan would necessitate an advertis•ng a certain kind of tobac- considerations, land out in
the No:
the
•
which demands more of popular
to attend the bedside of her sick sis- generation
expenditure of nearly $too.000 more. co. The mayor informed the board county.
philological knowledge than any generation
•
ter, Mrs. Pole Towney, whom she that the world has ever coma tied.
Nce. Alvord has started both the he had already gotten the warrant,
Nary C. Mil.er sold to D. G. MurIt Is perhaps noedleFe to add that we refer
• drawing, and will not complete whicih would come up this morning
left much better.
to the dictionary In our judicial work AA of
rell for $t and' ether considerations,
the
authority in accuracy of definiColonel
either until officially authorized to do before Judge Puryear in the police
Reuben Rowland has re- tion;highest
OF
THIS
and that In the fut u rens tri the past it
property on Clark street. on 22nd be- ESTABLISHMENTS
turned from Smithland, Ky.. where wall be the satires of constant reference.
CITY WERE CLOSED YESso by the municipal authorities, so court.
a
CHARLES C. NOTT,Chia Justice.
It was ordered that the proper body tween Washingtoe and Clark, and on
he went and testified on behalf of
that there will be no misunderstandTERDAY.
Washington street.
LA WRENCE WELDON,
The Register in the Mark Worten
JOHN DAV ts,
mg in the future regarding the au- get the right-of-way from property
'norms J. PEELLE,
R. E. McCarty bought from Anowners so the new sanitary and
thority of the drawings.
suit.
MUCUS D. Ho WRY,
drew P. Humbling for $242, property
Jaime.
Mr. "Skipper" Elliott has returned
The counci: and aldermen both met storm sewers could be run through
One Day is Observed by the Reform
?Ise above refers to WEBSTER'S
on Haranan boelevard.
property
the
when
necessary
conin
from visiting in Metropolis, accomas acommatee of the whole last night
Synagogues, While Two Days
INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY'
For $t and other considerations, J.
is Adhered to By Others.
and gave this instruction. The boards struccing the new system over the
panied by his cousin, Mr. Richard
H. Sehneidman sold to Catherine
then each held separate meetings, and city.
Littell of Fort Worth, Texas.
THE GRAND PRIZE
Schmidtt, land out in the county.
officially ratified the decision reachThe salaries and accounts agaiast
Miss Fannie Carney has returned (the highest award) wax given to the InternaD. G. Murrey transferred' to Mary
tional
at the World's Fair, St... Louis.
ed during the committee session. This the city were allowed.
All the Jewish establishments in from a month's vieit - lo relatives in
C. Miller for $1. property on Washorder will be conveyed today to EnInitial adoption was given the orthis city were closed yesterday, wit Lothsville.
•
ington near Twenty-second street.
gineer Alvord who will quickly com- dnance providing that there be gradone or two exceptions, in celebratit
Mrs. Gus Rogers
wife of the
The West End Improvement Comof the Jewish New Year, which is ob- deputy sheriff, ieft yesterday to visit rOU 'VIZI be interested bleier ',plete his drawingsee and graveled Nineteenth street
,
111
pany transferred property to D. G.
specimen pages,sent free.
served fthe country over as a holiday. Mrs. Boswell Jones of St. Louis.
All the council 1$116 preaeot last from Broadway to Guthrie avenue
Kentucky
Murrell
lays
for
It
$t.
on
Celebration of the new year, one of
evening except Duval, Williamson and Guthrie avenue front Nineteenth
Mrs. Wagnor and daughter, Miss G.&C. MERRIAM 00..
near Twenty-second street.
PUBLISHERS.
the most solemn festivals of the He- Elizabeth .of EvansvAilapjnels,
and Herzog, while the absentees from to the Old Mayfield road. '
are
I. Nauheim deeded to Mary E.
aPRINOFiELD, NAIL
the aldermen. were Palmer and Bell.
Passage was given the ordinance Rogers for $800, property on Foun- brew religion, commenced Wednesday visiting Mrs. Percival Jordan of Kennight at 6 o'clock and in every syna- tucky avenue near Seventh
After action upon this sewerage pro- submitting the question
street.
of voting tain park.
gogue throughout the country special
position, the council withdrew from $100 000, with which to
Major Hays. of Louisville, stopped
purchase and
Qualified.
services were held and the devout here yesterday to visit
the room. 'having finished its busi- maintain public parks. The
friends, while
officers
Pictures,
t.
James Byers yesterday qualified in gathered to return thanks Ito Cod for
Certificate",
ness, while the aldermen proceeded of (he regular
en route back home from Memphis,
election
Watte and Oil C
next the county court as the administrator the
the past year. The
with their regular business. By this November are to be in charge
of this of the estate of his brother Carnie socia
Mottos are! C il:nders
ich form! so large a Telanffire. Bunk
time Member Bell was present, 'rav- special election.
Gardner. of Mayfield. is Framed right up to
Byers, the river engineer, who was part dl
date in five
AtibratiOns are not in the city.
ing Palmer the lone absentee.
He is a candidate for
The ordinance committee was severe: mornings since found dead ii• observed to any great extent among
utea time at the
Mayor Yeiser notified the board
railroad
commissioner
for this disdirected to draft a bill stipulating his bed aboard the government the Jews, the anniversary having esthat Mrs. Annie Crutchfield sued the
sentially a religious significance as trict.
that pavements shall be laid on both steamer Lookout.
City of Padalcah for damages on acMr. John M. Fleming of the Burthe great day of judgment.
s.des of Eighth between Washington
Licensed to Wed.
count of the death of her husband
roughs
Adding machine, is here from
Aceilterdiaig to Jewish tradition durend Norton streets.
Ed Robertson, aged 3o. of Illinois.
Thsunas Crutchfield, who was killed
Louisville.
ing
the
next
two
days
all
nations
the
The captain of the No. 2 fire depart and Metric Griffin aged 25 of this
by falling from the Sixth street
Mr. L. P. Head. returned this
of the earth will pass in review beThat run-down, tired feeling ts :he
bridge across Island creek.,The city ment requested the aldermen for an city, were yesterday granted a lic- fore Jehovah and
morning to Eddyville, after spee
every
man
and
solicitor was directed to look after electric street ag'ht to be placed at ense to marry.
woman will have his name enrolled yesterday n the city. •
5est symptom of MALARIA; :eke
•
the east end of the bridge spanning
the city's interests in the litigation.
Mr. James Scott the dry good'sor erased in the book of life accord,HAND
GRENADES
FOR
'eland
creek
at
S'xth
Referstreet.
The finance committee was directing as his life throughout the past man, is in St. Louis on business.
RUSSIAN TROOPS
ed to report whether enough money red to the board of public works,
Mr. Clarence perry has gone to
year has been good or evil. An in•
was in the treasury to justify the which has charge of the lights of th?
Paris, Tenn., for a visit
termediate
class
is
recognized.
of
those
Precautions Bang Taken Against
city sending a delegation to the an- city.
who are not altogether wicked and
Mr. John Trent has returned from
Rioting at Warsaw.
H. H. Evans' request for.a license
rem' gathering of the Ohio Valley
this Class is given ten. days to repent. a ?trip to Chicago.
St. Petersburg, Sept. 20.—Ill VICW up to
Mix-s. George Leleard and children
4ssociation
I mprovement
which to open a saloon at 628 North
the great day, Yom Kippur. on
•
of
the possibility of urban disorders, which their
have returned from speding the summeets in Portsmouth, Ohio, October Twelfth street, was refused, as this
fate is determined.
%fleet number is at the back door of the war office has decided to add
Only one day is celebrated among mer in Illinois.
17-18.
\Wee Una May Price of 121 North
Contractor W:llis. Husband's was the building which faces Trimble hand grenades to the equipment of the Jews- of the reformed' synagogue
given the contract to grade and street and wherein Evans was refused the troops. These arc considered but members of the old synagogue Thirteenth street, this city .and Jr.
gravel the following streets, at the a license on account of it being acroes more efficacious in attacks than bar- follow- the traditional observance of Edward C. Crawford', of Nlemphi..
figures quoted': Lowell from Ash- Trimble street from the Methodist ricades ,and large quantities of them the full two clieys. The origin of
cured others. Will cure you.
have been forwarded to Warsaw and Rosh ha Shanah, as the occasion
brook to Hayes eVAHUC, 83 cents; church.
RI Louisville.
ether
Polish
Colonel
cities.
Ed
0
-Leigh
was
called
here
yesis
lost
in
antiquity
rabbiJohn
Golighty
and
Sowell from Ashcraft to Hayes, St was refused a license
Price so Cents Per Box.
nical authorities are disagreed on this terday frum Frankfort, Ky., to vote.
Xi; Hayes from Seeell to Bridge. 82 to open a crrogehop in Liteleville
TEN
MILLION
It
is'
Point,
maintained
by
across
some
that
from
the
Union
Station.
cents; Jarrett from Sowell to Bridge.
IN GOLD ARRIVES the day is the anniversary of the KENTUCKY AND
John W. Counts was given a license
74 cents.
creation of the world!, hut while, this.
TENNESSEE INDUSTRIES
Thomas F.. Bridges Sons was given to open a quart and jug liquor store
Steamer Carmania Brings Metal To is disputed it is generally agreed that
the contract to lay concrete side- at 1°3 South Second' street. The
it is the anniversary of the first day
Relieve Stringency.
Chattanooga. Teen., Sept. 20.—
walks on South Fourth from Norton board feared he wanted a lic'enee for
New York, Sept. 2o.—The Cunard of the deluge.
Aim-cording to the 'I he Tradesman reports the followthe
Paducah
Distilleries
Company,
Husbands,
(rem
Ninth
to
pellet
t••
steamer Carmania which is due to Mosaic law all servants were freed on ing industries for Kentucky and
eventh, and on rountain avenue which formerly occupied this numarrive today, may well be called a this.clny. They were allowed 'ten days Tennessee established
ber
and
has
been
refused
during the
a
grant,
bulb
from Jefferson to Monroe streets.
golden
ship. In the strong boxes of to spend in feasting in their masters' week ending today:
Counts
agreed
to
make an affidavit
Several meetings since 'it was orDRUG STORY'.
steamer are shipments of gold houses and on the tenth lay a trestleKentucky:
4ered that Mayor Yeiser and Secre- to the effect that only him-self was the
Louisville4
• $10
• • land
pet was blown throughout the camp
aggregating
interested,
$to,000,000.
This
and
gold
the
is
aldermen
- then
company; Sebree. and and lumber Seventh and Jackson St. Phone
tury J. Q. Taylor of the board of
zly
granted the license. The distilleries imported by banks and bankers in proclaiming their freedom. Althouteh company; Owensboro, tile company;
y 'works attend the meeting of the
the
time,
of
lapse
carrying
tie
with
it
company was refused a license be- view of the recent money stringency
Ludlow brick company; Ilenderseie
'Municipalities Association of the Uncame obscene literature was. used in here. The transactions were facilitat- abolition of slavery has renedered un- $5o.000 tobacco factory.
ited States, at Chicago, next month. adtvertising
necessary
this
custom
a
quaint
surtheir business.
ed by the treasury department, which
Tennessee: Memphis, cold stoney
Now the mayor suggested to the alAction was deferred on the request edvanced most of the cash used so vival of it is found in some of the plant.
$25o.000 bag factory; Clarksdermen that it would be a good idea of E. C. Eaker
.older
synagogues,
where
rabbis
the
that be be given lic- that the bankers would not lose inDENTIST.
.appear in the congregation aria blow vile, $25 000 foundry and machine
-to send City Engineer Washington ense to open a saloon.
terest on their money while the gold the trumpet with befitting eolemnOty shops; Chattanooga. $25.000 tobacc•
to 'the gathering also, as many mat•The board ratified the sale by the
factory; Del Rio. excelsior mills;
ter", of importance to engineers came city of Oak Grave cemetery lots to A. was en route. The bankers turned', on Yom Kippur. up -find, would benefit Mr. Washing- J. Decker, John Sanders, J. C. Boaz ever to the treasury government and, Among the cilrious superstitions Brownsville $4500 nail and gin com- Office over Gleelie Bank and Trust
other bonds to cover the advances w•hich have survived from less enlight- pany, warehouse company; Nahville,
ton. The aldermen acquiesced in ,andllenry Counts.
Co., 306 Broadway.
vied days is that of eating a calf's Sic.00e mining company.
this 14C W and empowered the enge I The ordinance sonsenttre was di- pending the receipt of the gold.
Sleet to attend.
rected to bring in a bill providing that
Sometime this fall there expires after January 1st. Igoe. it Shall be
the tworty year contract.% the City unlawful for nnycnie to keep a surof .Padeteill has with the Paducah face water closet ineide the present
Water Cempany, whereby the latter .sanitary sewerage district.
The ordinance committee reported
furnishes water to the city to fight
• 4' fires. flush streets, etc. The mayor to the hoard that it wonlr1; have bethlt twill' in n1
"
tY "f time,
at called attention of the board • to this fore
fact and advised that something be measere nrovisling that after tits 'fee!
done towards renewing the contract of next year bucket sh.o or corn.,:' sine ilswees shall not ()me-etc in.
en the city wetfd hive ample pre- .
coy
Reeetes. lesses anti derelentior:
tection. The aldermen directed the
caus"his action of per:. Gf the Ots'el'c
water committee to confer with Sup- bodies.
eemtendent Burnett and report back.
City Engineer Washington was inGeneral. Mbnager John Bleecker of
.seructed to warrant all people
his
the Traction company asked
the have failed to make new' gas' 'and
hoar& for permissiqn to let , remain wetter conneteione into
their premises
the tracks of the car line on Twelfth where they abut streets which are to
between Trimble and 'Burnet streets, be reconstructed with concrete side.
T- lavinp 0e new tracks out Tenth e,alks andl caving brick.
gr. through that eal of the city ft
The hoard then adiourned.
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Now is the time for you to fill your coal house.

Lump 12c, Nut 1 1 c

Bes,. Kentucky and Illinois Coal

Also dealer in LIME and CEMENT. Agent for Whitehall and
Agatite Cr:inent. "KING OF CEMENT."

H. Al Cunningham,

Phones: Old 960, New 245.

Thirteenth and Adams Street
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RACE FOR
BANK WRECKER

IAIIES AID AGATHA.
BY BARRY PAM
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James, as you may already have i
guessed, was a very conscientious !
young man. As a boy he had been
known at cricket to dispute the decision of an umpire in his favor. Even
POLICE PLAN TO PREVENT the ordinary social lies were repellent 1
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to him. He nes.or traveled in a claw
LAND.
superior to that for which he hat
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.Nt.w York, Sept .20.—Paul 0. Stens- pened that he ne t Agatha. Agatha
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bad i_t a sualparasivs.y early st,t i.eet
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a11il,.aukce Aveaue State 1.);:nk of Chi- left -en orphan. As her education was
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-ter
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shortly
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It
will arr", e in port on the IlamIra,
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tour,•
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practical, rather :
I!• arrival %Nil] he the sigra! for :t some
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weeks he s., v-er told
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ctreasured the oratorio programme, amt
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• let her frequently. One night there
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cAs an air of mystery about her.
hack to Ch
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'Sherlly," she said, "you will see me
noN‘ that he has ei a „ow light, James."
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thing to say, as he had
e. seen it
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book.
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to he ready
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"Right," said James. lie would thee
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s
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in the hands of Gov-for
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He growled
Record.
Daily
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even tilt
and
work,
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that
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meet
*he harbor, to
of work would have made sundry ro
bert at quarantine. The moment the
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race to Jersey City and place him on
Quite quietly. Bride in brows
Lime.
can
a train fOr Chicago before his son
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Littlehampton.
Wants Father to Make Fight.
Both Phones No. 110
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He tore his mind away from romance
Chicslco you n
Before leaving
ro
to
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settled
and
real life
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Stenstand had this to say about the In
mance as it is written, and the very
purposes of his trip: "If I have my
volume that he picked up was RE-OPENED THEATER MAY
way about it there will be a legal bat- first
"A Love of Other Days," bj
entitled
SUE CITY FOR LOSSES
tle in New York and New Jersey to
Brown. This was; the nee
Agatha.
Illito
coming
from
father
my
keep
light in which Agatha was to ap Lessees Recent Action of Fire Denois such as never before been witpear. She had written a novel, and
partment in Closing House.
nessed there. If father insists upon
be was to review It. He wondered if
his
have
shall
coming to Chicago he
would
the editor of the Daily Record
New York, Sept. 19—A license
way. Father is no thief. but I believe
stand an entire column about an un- was granted to the new Astor Thewill
him
against
the false accusations
regretknown genius. James almost
atre today by Police Commissioner
wake a fair and impartial trial in
ted that he had discovered three unimpossible.
Bingham after the apfication had
C ok county
It
before;
week
the
known geniuses
"I go to urge upon him to insist was likely to spoil the market.
been indorsed by Fire Commissioner
iipon every one of his legal rights and
He noticed the name of-the publish- O'Brien.
tO take advantage of everyone of
The fact. that the playhouse a as
with regret Agatha would have
ers
them. even before he goes to Chiclosed Monday night and
ordered
him
oonsulted
have
to
done better
co go."
Then he read the book and buried his that it will not open for the producNight's
Midsummer
face in his hands, for that novel by tion of "A
NEWAgatha Brown was about the most Dream" until Friday night, has been
DOWIE OUSTED FROM ZION putrid thins in action that had pol- a heavy loss to the lesses. Wagenhals I.
luted his chambers for the last 18 & Kempner, and it is not unlikely
south/. It was wrong everywhere; it that the action of the fire department
OLD—.
Aged Founder of Church Repudiated
was wrong Ill through. There is no in stopping the initial performance.
Followers.
Former
by
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO
worse thing on earth than a bad his- after 1.400 persons had crowded intorical novel, and this was a very bad
THE FINEST ART GLASS MADE.
to the house may result in litigation.
Chicago, Sept. 2o.—The struggle for historical novel.
the
owns
who
Mayor
Ilimb:rg
IT CAN BE APPLIED TO ANY WINDOW OR
tbe leadership of Zion was concluded
Here, then, was the conflict between
far as
yesterday ant when the curtain was love and duty. Duty was scratched, ffeatre said tonight that so
IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
TRANSOM.
controsting down on the last act of she dra- and love walked over. By the evening he was concerned the entire
ADMITS THE LIGHT IN THE MOST PLEASING
ma John Alexrinder Dowie, its foun- he had written a column hailing Agatha versy was closed.
13:=1131==tuttt======
der, found 'himself utterly discredited. Brown as the greatest genius that the
AND AGREEABLE HUES
his views repudiated and a younger country had yet seen. But his heart DID NOT APPLY FOR POSITION
IT IS APPROPRIATE IN DINING ROOMS, BATH
gran named to supersede him as spir- was broken. For once be had not been
conscientious. He could not live with President Noticed it and Offered Him
Heal director of his. people.
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THE
The vote yesterday was conclusive that stain upon his soul. So he deterPosition of Navy Parnaster.
MOST BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS OF THE DAY
-and overwhelming. Interest centered mined to meet Agatha on Waterloo
Washington, Sept. 19.—Pay DirectFOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS.
only in the strength of the vote which tirilee, taec stel long, last farewell, or Rogers. of the navy, who has rewould be rolled up against the former and then sent off the review and com- cently been designated to succeed
leader. The sentiment of Zion is told mit suicide Agatha was a little late Paymaster-Gsneral Harris and who
sticeinctly in the returns of the ballot- :or her appointment, and looked very has been • ordered to Washington to
was chosen by a vote of lleteed with herself.
ing.
familiarize himself with his new duties
-Well?" she paid.
vc6 to 6. defeating A. E. Bills, the
is said to be one of the very few offi-Wiry did you not confide in me?" cers
5owie candidate, by a maojrity of
eligible to appointment as chief
el az!ied, gently. "Why did you not of ihe -bureau who did not have an
Iwo vosies.
me
tell
you
a
had
written
hook?
Pos.
Seven ballots were either cast for
application on file asking for the
candidacy ,ilOy my practiced judgment might place. or whose friends had not inOverseer Bryant, who
was not acknowledged by the court. have—"
terested themselves in his behalf
-What co earth are you talking
or were mutilated. This left less than
President Roosevelt ,look'in'g over
Louisville, Ky.—Southern recep20n votes unaccounted foe, represent- shoe'? I've not written any book. I the list of eligibles, was impressed
ing those Zionists who respected Dow- shoeldn't be to silly.with the fact that Pay Director tion to William J. Bryan. Dates of
"Then somebody else with your Rogers had not
it's injunction to remain away from
applied for the place, sale, Sept. to, it, and train No. 104 of
tuttn3 has."
lbe polls.
and at once caused a letter to be Sept. 12, 19°6; limit Sept. r5, 11906.
"Has she? What cheek!" She still written to him, asking if he would Round trip rate $6.95.
The term Ftruggle can not he applied to the election wihidh was held at looked at James somewhat inquiring- accept it. The letter was the first inToronto, Ont.. Patriarchs Militant
Zion City yesterday. It was in no ly. He had an uneasy sense that she timasion Mr. Rogers had: that he was
& Sovereign Grand Lodge 1. 0. 0. F.
sense a struggle. It was the register- was expecting him to say something, being considered.
Dates of sale September 12th to isth
ing of a protest against the methods and that he was not saying it.
OUR
TO
WE
EXTEND
"Well," he said, "what did • wou
ineusive, 1906, limit September egth
of she first apostle. It meant an utF RIEINDS
SEASON'S
THE
ter ansi irrevocable overthrow of John mean then by saying that you were BETTER COOKING FOR
7906; by depositing ticket and payUNCLE SAM'S SOLDIERS ing fee of -$1 and extension can be
Alexander Dowie with thc subordina- going to appear in a new light?"
GREETING, AND WITH IT AN
siion of his adherents in' the scheme . "If you happen to be blind," she
secured to October 24th, igo6. Round
TO
INVITATION
BARMIEST
of Zion. Its result will be in all prob- answered, rather snappishly. "I can't School Established in Washington for trip rate $22.05.
Bakers
and
eyes."
Cooks.
you
of
give
reorganiaztion
.ability ,tihe partial
CALL TO SEE OUR HANDSOME
Washington, Sept. ro.—Schools for
"Don't be cross, dear. Let's see; its
the religious fabric on 'which the
Louisville. Ky., Horse Show: Dates
LINE OF FALL AND WINTER
community is founded Whether it the same jacket you always wear, and "bakers and cook.," recently estab- of sale September 30th to October
lished in this city in charge of Capt.
wi'l mean its final disintegration, is the same skirt."
8th,
October
limit
AND
inclusive,
FOREIGN
DOMESTIC
1906
6th.
"Oh, don't bother. I've got my F. J. Koester, of the subsistence de- 1906. Round trip rate $8.5o.
matter of lively speculation among
SUITINGS MOD OUR
PRICES
hair done up differently, and I've got partment, have been quite successful
the ZionitieSl
As for Dowie himself, he has an- a new hat. I don't want to talk about according to Major General Grans,
WILL SUIT YOU.
Louisville, Ky., Grand Lodge K. of
nounced 'his intention to leave the it. If you take no interest in my a'p and in a short time, he says, the grad- P. of Kentucky: Dates of sale Septhemweeni of his defeat. Next Tuesday he pearance, there's nothing more to be uates of these schools will make
tember 30th, October tat and and,
r.7
'will take a train for Mexico, there to said. What do you think about Mese selves felt in the army, and their good 1906. limit October 6th, tcio6. Round
health
good
now"
the
to
cooking will add
pass the remainder of his days. The Japanese
The rest of his interview with and contentment of our enlisted force, trip rate $6.95.
community which he founded as an
was far from pleasant But and consequently so the efficiency of
Agatha
adjunct to Zion in the days of his
'Lexington Ky., Fall Races: Dates
review of the novel by het the amity. The cooks' school took
column
his
as
will
serve
supremacy
unchallenged
sale October and to t3th, 1906
cf
refuse after the series of reverses. namesake was reduced to two-lines en charge of all the company,. hospital inclusive, limit October 74th, tor3,4
street
Wardour
rub
of
Washingand detachment messes at
issflrieh have left 'him without author- we subject
Round trip rate $9.35.
bleb. And 110 was still consc.leutious. ton barracks.
ity, income or credit.
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It -)aves 25 per cent. of the Operator's
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PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
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Started?
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a savings account? Mighty smart
thing to do. $1 starts it. We pay
4 per cent on deposits. We invite
small accounts.
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J. C. Flournoy

F

Strong Fresh

FLOURNOY & REED

E4

LAWYER.

SPICES

it and 12, Coluniuia Bldg.
looms to,PADUCA
H, KY.

ALBEN W. BARKLEY
Attorney at Law.

••

Paducah
Kentucky

Room No. 5,
Columbia Bldg.

DR. R. E. HEARNE

0

EROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.

DR. ROBT.J. RIVERS
aao NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355

J. K. HENDRICK,

J. G. MILLER.

WM. MARBLE.

Hendrick, Mines
Marble
db•LAWYER
S.

Or. Childress

Practice in all the courts of tka
state. Both phones 31.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3 Register Build
ing, 523 t-a Broadway.
_

H.T. Rivers,M. D.
OFFICE 12o NORTH FIFTH

•

TELEPHONES:
Office ast

Residence 296

R T. LIGHTFOOT,
LAWYER.

Will practice in all courts of Kr
tacky.

C. MANNINO SEARS, M, B.
Attlee 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.
Da. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist)
Office 306 Broadway-Phone 120
- Residence, 819 Broadway.
Phone 149.

0. D. Schmidt
dent.
Architect and Superinten
aot Fraternity Building.

Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone
KENTUCKY
PAI1UCAH.

•

E. H. PURYEAR
Atturtey-at-Law

Rooms s and 6 Register Buildiud
533 t-s Broadway. Paducah, l‘y
New Phone 490-

Excursion:

$8i

OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR

LAWYER.S
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear banl
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky
Room Its Fraternity Building.
Old 'Phone 484

Dr. B.

Office with Dr. Rivers & Rivers, tail
North Fifth. Both Phones 355.
Residence toat Lisy. um Phone t6o,

Gas and GaEoline
Engines
For All Purposes

to 300 horse power. Beat, cheap
eat and most economical.
Special attention to electric light
lig plants
a

51

HARRY E. WALLACE,
Patrucan, Ky

A. 8. DABNE Y
-DENTISTTruebart Bui/dkng.

nn

For the Round Trip to
Tennessee river & rotor

Excursion Rates on
The Rive'

SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles.
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate law.

24ew 'Phone iii.

ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TA131.F.

BAWDY HOUSE
LIQUOR LICENSE

J. H. Oehlschlaner

Office hours 8to to a. m., t to 3
p. m. and 7 to 9 p. 121,
•.
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The Iteeernpense.
illeltor (to farmer's boy In the Sell)
CORRECTED MAY 30, 1906.
potatoes, eb ?
Farmer's Boy-Yep.
Visitor-And what do you get for
No. 121 4
No. ro3
No. jot
BOUND
suuni
digging potatoes?
6:oo p.m.
a.m
8:2o
.
Cincinnati
Leave
Farmer's Boy-Nawthin'; but I et
7:30 a.m.
y:4o p.m.
'2101 p.m.
Leave Louisville
eomethin' fer not diggin"em.
CI:00 a.0..
p.m.
6:30
.
o
Owensbor
Visitor-Indeed? What would you Leave
I • -05 a in..
1208 a.m.
2:28 p.m.
Branch
Horse
Leave
not
them?
for
digging
get
.(Nashville Banner.)
1./.:30 p.m.
•:03 a.m.
3:30 p.m.
Leave Central City
Farmer's Boy-Licked.-Judge.
The movement to force the collecpin.
I :40 a.m.
e
Pm8
4:0
Nortonvill
Leave
tion of large sums from the propriets":237...
Are a revelation of richness
of
Business.
Out
It
p.m.
Put
Have
12:50
Would
Leave Evansville
tors of rhouses of ill-fame on the score
6:o5 a.m.
Bacon-I saw a man to-day with s
..
and delicious to the housewife
of back privilege licenses for tippling hand-organ in a wagon drawn by a Leave Nashville
:20 a.m.
It
.
1
:
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7
n
.
:
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p
P
74:
9
4
0
5
0
::
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Leave Hopkinsville
involves some question of equity
he had been going Leave Pfnceton
he
said
and
mule,
p.m.
235
a.m.
who has a:ready used"ordinary"
2:27
The
consider.
4:55
iml.
which it may be well to
shout the country with that outfit lot Arrive Paducah
3:40 a.m.
.1n•
pm.
13
6:to
4:15
is
houses
bawdy
pure.
of
keeping
are
business
spices
Our
spices.
six years.
.11.
4:20 p1
3:45 a.m.
6:15 p.m.
Paduzah
a nuisance by the state law
Leave
declared
Egbert-Strange, isn't it?
and fresh, having the strength,
o:oo "in.
4:50 a.m.
7:20 pm,
and prohibited by city law, but it is a
Fulton
Arrive
"What's strange?"
5:51 a.m.
8:o6 pm.
business that is winked at by authoraroma and fine flavors which
the mule didn't kick at the Arrive G:bbs, Tent:.
"That
only
to
a.m.
6:ot
a rule, subjected
ity
as
and,
p.m.
8:13
Rives
Arrive
Yonkers Statesman.
nature alone can give. Use
occasional fines for disorderly -con- sausie."7:15 a.m.
Arrive Jackson
duct. It is an unlawful business, but
am.
them in your canning pickling
-•:io p.m,
Arrive Memphis
She'd Keep It.
the question of disposing of it or abat8:2° p.m.
8:15
a.m
keep house?" he Arrive New Orleans
10:35
you
can
"But
.
preserving
and
ing the nuisance is not the moving asked, doubtfully; for he was, above
motive in the effort now being made all things, a practical man.
No. 122
No. to;
No. 102
NORTH BOUND
by the state revenue agent to compel
you get a house and put it In my Leave New Orleans
"If
a.m.
9:15
..
7:10 p.m.
the payment of hack privilege li- name," she replied promptly, "I'll keep
8:5o p.m.
.
Leave Memphis
0:45 Lin
censes.
It all right enough."
.
10:10 p.m.
8:07 a.m
Leave Jackson, Tern
It appears that in many of these
Matters being thus satisfactorily set.
I I :58 p.m.
houses of ill-fame liquor is dispensed tled, their engagement was announced. Leave Rives
6:oo a.m.
1e:35 a.m.
10:15 a.m,
DRUGGIST
Leave Fulton
and 'Sold and this has been done for -Judge.
7:40 a.m..
1:43 a.m.
11:20 a.m.
years without any legal license. It
Arrive Paducah
should
a.m.
7:50
a.m.
thisthat
1:48
a.m.
saying
II:25
without
Awhile.
WAY
for
goes
Paducah
BROAD
Him
I.eave
SIXTH AND
Another to Hold
9:29 a.m..
3:03 am.
12:39 p.m.
not be. But the question may well be
"You seem to be thoughtful," said Arrive Princeton
,
asked, who is mose responsible for Mrs. Henpeck.
5:20 a.m.
6:15 p.m
Arrive Hopkins-v:11e
/his unlicensed practic, the women,
.
8:to a.m.
"I am," replied Henry. "I was Just Arrive Nashville
9:25 P.m.
who in their Meerable traffic of body thinking that It would be a wonderful Arrive Evansville
.
9:45 a.m.
3:45 P.m
and soul, have been allowed for years thing if we could know as much as Arrive Nortonville
1e:35 a.m.
3:51 a.m.
1:28 p.m.
to dispense liquors, without licenses we make people think we know."
11:3o 2.1/1.
4:30 a.m.
2:03 p.m.
Arrive Central City
and without interruption, or the au"Pouf! It wouldn't be very wonder.
:55 p.m.
12
a.m.
5:18
p.m.
3:06
Branch
Horse
Arrive
thorities who haive permitted this un- ful in your case."-Chicago Record.
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a.m.
8:00
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Owensbor
Arrive
*4:55
P.m.
licensed practice? And, aside from all Herald.
7:50 a.m.
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
5:35 p.m.
4:55 PIM
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the ugliness and immorality and Lawnoon
12:00
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p.m
9:15
Cincinnitti
Arrive
se.
alSelf-Defen
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THROAT
lessness of -the bawdy house, is it
Saleslady-I am resigning my posifair for a state officer to
together
Office and Residence, Room) 3 and, make a sudden demand for heavy pen- tion. I'm going to marry Mr. EashcolST. LOUIS DIVISION
Columbia Building.
alties in the payment of back licenses lar, of the necktie counter.
Phone 1o41-Re4.
Manager-Why not keep on working,
for an unlicensed practice that has
NO. 374
No. 306
so long been permitted. and encour- anyhow?
NORTH BOUND
Saleslady-Gee! You don't know
4:20 p.m.
12:40 p.m.
aged by the responsible authorities
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The imposition of these penalties, it Cleveland Leader.
6:30 a.m
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is doubtless true, would break up
7:20 a.m.
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Papa's Viewpoint.
Arrive St. Louis
some of these establishments of vice
Her Father-What are your pros.
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that have never been required, o; and see me again; if the jury acquits
excursion ort of Paducah.
which dhe proper officials have never you!-Puck.
tried to colket, and turn the money
CAIRO-NASHVILLE L.
into the public treasury, less the The Flat and the Tenement Defined.
amount of his commissions. If theSe
Lady-What Is the real difference
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NOWT BOUND
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Hopkinsvil
Leave
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Koger, superintendent;
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n
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EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE.

"LUCKY

Mineral Water
Our Pure Fruit

winkmOF WASHINGTON

Spoken e. Vase. Sept. acts-MI*5.
Jane Conen, a welter and: farmer in
the Cowytte valley, Yakimo• county.
Wash., southwest of Spokane. has
come into her own, !riving located a
LEMON. (-RANGE, CHERRY
mining claim which has since been
named- the 'Lucky Widow." on the
south slope of the Gold Hill mountain, twelve miles from the famoes
ARE GOOD. OUR
Gold Hill mine, The discovery of the
mine. !qrs. Conen declares, is the result of a dream she had two months
eifes She tried to shake k off, but it
WITH CRUSHED - STRAW- hatmeed her for three weeks, at the
BERRY, PEACH. PINEARPLE or end of which time she took her live
half-orphanebd children Ind several
CHERRY,. IS BETTER.
pack horses and made for the mountain, where, in the Tieton basin, she
found the mine. Assays -made at
North Yakima and Spokane show the
SEVENTH AND B ".0ADW•••• ore to be of high grade.
When a girl begins to call a fellow
0111•••••••
by his firet name, It generally indicates
that site has designs, on his last.
BLUE GRASS FAIR, LEXING4
TON, KY.
.t.
*I- r!. •:•••:*
On account of the Blue Grass fair,
•..
Lexington. Ky.. the Southern railDates.
all
Fair
*I*
from
Kentucky
tickets
way will sell excursion
-7.
of is stations in Kentucky on Sept.
.:*
e•
-I*
firste.
one
oi
at
rate
17 to 22, inelesive.
-, 'es e.25e (minimum 50c)
-Kentucky :date Fair. 1.nie-.010for the round trip, with return limit
Septernbe 17-22.
g
Sept. 25.
.:•ebree. Ssptember 11:4- days.
Unusually fine exhibits and interesting races have been arranged for.
Hartford, September to-4 days.
Everyone should Attend the Blue
Henderson. SeVemeser 26-4 days
Grate fair.
Falmouth, Septtember 26-4 days.
For complete information call on
Pembroke, September 27-3 days..
your local ticket agent.
(.wersshoro. • stolier 2-e days.
.11iivfield. ()crab r 3-days.
(Continued on Page Eight.)

Phosphates
Ice Cream

HAYES

Mr. Spider-What, Moth moving
again? I thought you were settled fof
the winter in the Chiffonier flats.
Mr. Moth-I thcught BO, too, but just
as I was getting snugly comfortable the
landlady balled me out-Kansas City
Star.
A Reflection.
"The ocean looks like sea and copper,"
Ore often hears this on the beach;
TVP 191Mile is apt and proper—
There's water—lots of it—in each.

REAL EFTATE AGENCY
WESTERN KENTUCKY FARML
PADUCAH REAL.
N
MONTHLY PAYMENf LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. 1V317ER
PRICE
AND
JOURNAL.
KRNTUCKY REAL ESTATE
PRF.E TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOP' .7.
rnv

eeWes

Q

p,,017Tte.

.
5
.

et

4:-..e.-I.-eeese
.I•sei1.-I-e-Nesee-.3.:..7W-e-teets-•"‘A.V.e.I-e-ti,s-r-s....

—Life.

U LSO N,

Thought Ehe Had a "Mash."
Patience-It's scandalous!
Patrice-What is scandalous?
"Why, my sister was out playIngsolf,
yeseerday, and she said.she had a maehle
on the links!"-Yonkers Statesman.

U
PL
Steam and tot Water lit On

Not Tree-nre Trove.
KnIcker-It's a pretty honest world.
13ocker-Yes, Indeed, the man who
finds fault goes to a lot of trouble to
return It to the owner.-N. Y. Sun.
Lineage.
Mrs. Oldblood- Do you go back ta
William the Conqueror?
Mrs. Newblood-No, bet OUT bar
0 .111/011011101r-M. L
-••••••••••••111

Phone 133.
tria.

20 N. Itird

.".' L.1":e re.iv....tvr. iete--w-.••—:.ve-v---,,v••v

v

...Pa.

••

`r•rre.

Araimassammortmairrink,

LANGSTAFF-OkM MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Incorporated.

Ctiling,11
iding
Finish
Lath
B

'ellow U Gum MAsh
I me
- Poplar
Beech

B

Maple
Walnut

E R
Oak
Elm

GUM,PEECHfAND OAK -FL( ORING, END MATCHED] BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW
BACKED AND POLISHED.
Phones 20.
We Are Making Very Low Frices on House Bills.

-joustvigiget

.A1.110IFF:DANY•

LAST OESEQUIES INTERESTING
OVER DEAD
TO RED ri
CAPTAIN HART WILL BE IN- IMPORTANT MEETING
TERRED THIS AFTERBY THAT BODY
NON.
EVENING.

I:: :LD

•:••

•I• •1•

+

•f• f

POPULAR WANTS,
+++++++++ 4*

TWINIBRAND—OUR OWN MAKE
438 South Second

Abram L. Weil ec Co
FIRE INSURANC1:

4. +

Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-

,
4 11•-••

ROOM
WANTED—By young
man. Address A. P. Care Register.
WANTED—To buy Second hand
shoes, large sizes. 1'. B. Jones, 220
Kentucky Ave.

Sash, Doors,
Blinds,
Interior
Finish ,: e

Campbell Block.

Office Phone 369,

HOW OFTD1 DOES
YOUR WIFE NOW RECEIVE
A BOX OF THESE
DEUCIOUS CONFECTIONS?
REPENT - - AND MAIL YOUR
ORDERS. AT SHORT INTERVAL5, TD

▪

Residence Phone 73b

WANTED—One Front Room for
sterday There Was Buried the The National Lodge Amer
its By- rent with board. Mrs. Rook 433
Body of Mr. Carney Byers, the
Laws in Such 7 Maim(t
Clark St.
to
6t
Steamboat Engineer.
Permit Kentucky F..ame.
WANTED TO RENT.—The two
story frame store house situated on
This afternoon at 4:30 o'clock the
This evening the Re: Men's lodge the corner of 16th and Tennessee
itinera services over the remains of of this city Will hold a most inter- street. Residence up stairs. Good
,!:.• late Captain George 0. Hart. will esting session, becar,e. :during the stand for a grocery or drug store. Apconducted at the First Presby- gathering report will be made by ply to J. Biederman Grocery and Bak. ian church on Seventh and Jetfer- Messrs Louis L. Beb
6t
and. Melvin ery Co.
, --a street, Rev. W. E. Cave officiat- Wallerstein of tire Ireoent national
BROADWAY
FOURTH
AND
BOARD ‘VANTED—By young OFFICE
ing. Interment follows at Oak Grove gatheemg he'd in Ilufialo, N. Y., by
PHONE 484-a
RESIDENCE PHONE 3ag
cemetery.
members of this secret order from man in prvate family. Address "G"
Care Register.
The. pall bearers: Messrs J. A. over the entire United States.
Rudy. L. M. Rieke, H. C. Overby, The main feature for report by
Parties desiring the best table serRichard Rudy. J. C. Utterback, these state representatives is the
a,
George C. Wallace.
fact that the national organizatioa vice at parties, dinners or any social
The honorary pall bearers are changed its by-laws in such a manner fealtures call Dick Logan, old phone
2332. State and county taxes are fowl Messrs I). A. Yeiser W. F. Paxton, as to permit the Kentucky brethren
Rieke.F.
Cherry, T. A. to-establish their home wherein will
• p.ist due and must be settled by the! C.
Miss L. V. Shaw, teacher of piano,
Octob.r or I will proceed Raker, S. B. Hughes. F. M. Fisher be cared for the widows and orphans mandolin, guitar, and voice culture.
of deceased Red Men.
ti• advertise and scll
unpain prop-i and H. W. Rankin.
Studio 119 north Thirteenth street
Body Buried Yesterday.
The Kentucky brethren have had
•vrty as I have to make all settlementsi
Yesterday afternoon at 4 o'clock on foot for several years their home tear Broadway. Conservatory metods
e•an sl ate a!:(i ,:or.iite by that time.
3 Horse Power Motor.
1 :as call aiid senik same and sa..e the funeral services were conducted proposition which carried in the state
WANTED—To sell, four teams
s Horse Power Motor.
over
remains
the
lodge,
of
late
the
Carbut
Mt.
those
opposed
the
carried
.u•inecessary cosi
complete, five mules and three horses.
toe new Rev.:1
5%
Horse Power Motor.
ney
Beyers,
'intermen
question
forowing
with
t
to the national lodge upon Cashmr on time, apply to Jake Biedeue law requires on: month ear jar
8 Horse Power Motor.
at
eemetery
a
Oak
Grove
technical
.
message
A
point,
and
.
there
carried
erman Grocery and Baking company.
than heretofore.•
zo Horse Power Motor.
v. as received from his family. at their, advocation, because it proved
This Sept. to, 1906.
aoo Light Dynamo.
Woodburn, Oregon. directing that to be against the by-laws, as they
FURNITURE bought and sold
•
NO. W. (;13ILV:i.: S. M C.
the body be laid to rest here. He existed to start the home. Now the Williams, 538 South Third street
•.
!"r -:
.11
is the second engineer of the gov- by-laws have been amended in such New phone cooA.
ernment boat Lookout, who wit a manner as to let the Kentuckians
NEGRO PROCURED LICENSE
found dead in this scouch Wednesday institute their home and report to
UMBRELLA repairing done st
To Marry White Girl, But Could Find morning. His brother, James Beyer, this effect will be made tonight by 311 South Third street on short no
111-113 North Fourth Street
head engineer for the boat, and Messrs .Bebout and Walerstein, who tee.
No One Who Would Perform
here in the city, together with his were two of Kentucky's state dele- •
a.
the Ceremony.
gates to the national meet.
WANTED FOR U. 3. ARMY—
Enoch Garrett, a colored gentleman wife.
It is probable that it vill not be Able-bodied unmarried men between
from Ease Mt. Carmel. Ind., with a
mail the next state session that ac- ages of 21 and 35: citizens of United
taste for something light, secured a
license in Mt. Carmel Saturday aftertive steps towards instituting the States, of good character an tempe- taltittnilttnittUntliter
len
noon to marry Miss Minnie Johnson.
home will be taken by the brethren.
rate habits, who can speak, read and
a white girl with a corresponding
The national lodge was in session write English. For information aptaste for chocolate. They got the liall of last week at Buffalo. and ply to Recruiting Officer, New Richcense all right, bet •-ci far as 'the ReMessrs Warerstein and Bebout have frond House, Paducah, kr
Are you itittre.ted in a good time
publican has been able to learn did
just returned from there.
piece? We have a swell line
not succeed in finding any one to perin Doeber Hampden watches, one of
the most popular in the
form the ceremony. This is as it
CONTEST OVER
market. We can supply an Elgin, Waltham
or any investment you
should he.—Mount Carmel Republican
WILL OF SAGE
wish. Let us repair your watch.
LITTLE ONE OF MR. GEORGE
AND
BAUER GOT DEATHLY
THOUSANDS KILLED BY
Will Be Begun in the Courts of New
PHONE 161 OLD
SICK.
SNAKES AND WILD BEASTS.
York This Week, It Is Said.
if your clock is out of order we
New York, Sept. 20.—A contest for
will call for it and warrant
DIRECT LINE TO
New York. Sept. 20.—A special
the millions of Russell Sage, who died
every job in our line of beautiful
wedding presents in sterlcable dispatch to the- Times states Mrs. Mary Craft Very Low With last July, will, the
Herald states toing silver, cut glass or hand painted
that a 'statistical paper on India, just
china.
Consumption at Their Home—
We are offering
day, be begun in the local courts Frisome special low prices for the next to
issued. shows that in 190.4 there were
Ntnnber of Sick.
days.
day. Senator Edgar T. Brackett. of
killed in thnit country by snakes and
Saratoga, who has been retained, is in
wild beasts 24,034 persons-21,880 by
the city and will file 'the papers in the
snakebites: 796 by tigers, 890 by leopYesterday afternoon shortly after contest. He 'will act for several of
ards and the rest by other animals.
315 BROADWAY
Also to Asheville, Hendersonville,
2 o'clock the small boy baby of Mr. the Sage relatives.
The number of cattle killed was
Among the Reminds mentioned on Brevard, Lake Toxaway, Hot Springs
J.
A.
Konetska, Je weler and Optician.
George
Bauer,
North
of
Seventh
near
98.582
which the validity of the imstrument and rnany other resorts in the "Lead
The other sidle of the account shows Trimble street, was taken deathy ill will be attacked
rttur—i"
are mental incom- of the Slcy" and beautiful "Sapphire"
as
result
drinking
of
some
iodine
that 155.46 intakes and 16,121 wild ani_ittilittlUtttnetttUttitInttit,
petency,
the
exercise
undue
of
influcountry
Western
of
North
Carolina,
which had been laying around so the
mals were killed.
ence
and
improper
the
drawing
of
the
offering a high altitude, bracing
little one could get hold of it. The
• a
document itself. References will be cl,mate, picturesque mountain
4
infant gulped down a large draught of
scenery
made to an original will in which Mr. and splendid hotels.
the liquid and was quite bad off when
Sage provided, more liberally for all
discovered. Dr. Graves was summonhis next of kin.
Send two cent stamp for "Land of
and quickly brought the child
Sky" booklet and other handthe
around until it is now about over , Budweise
r, king of bottled beer, '41 somely illustrated literature.
Id at
its experience.
family size cases of two dozen botGray's Buffet,
n the city—money loaned on all valuable,
Other Ailing.
J. F. LOGAN, Tray. Pass. Agent
at the :o'west
tles to the case delivered to any part
Palmer House Bar,
business strictly confidential.
Mrs.
Mary
Craft
is
very
low
with
Lexingto
n,
Ky.
of
city
the
on
Anheuser
notice.
short
Lagomars
ino,
A.
• L.
consumption at their residence on Busch Brew ng association branch
.4.111•141=14•••••.•11111=111111141141
C. H. HUNGERFORD, Dist Pass.
Seventh and Tennessee streets. It is
phones 112. J. H. Steffin. nian,istsesieseesseseeemoseseese licit believed she can survive through Both
Agent, Louisville, Ky.
ger.
of shot guns including all the high-grade makes such
the day. She is the wife of Mr.'John
as L. C. Smiths-S. B. ALLEN, Asst. Genl. Pus. Parker-La Feever etc. We have th: Remingto
n automatic shot gun.
Craft, the wel known carpenter.
Notice to Traveling Public.
Agent, St. Louis. Mo.
The little child of Mr. and Mrs.
Please take notice that outbound
Louis Henneberger is recoverin..2. passenger trains for Cairo and Brookfrom its attack of illness at their port will not be stopped at Eleventh
"Bina is always mowing his lawn."
home on South Third street.
and Broadway. Inbound trains will
"Yes," ans4.ered the neighbor who
j
Mr. Andy Clark is confined witti make this stop.
takes life easy. "Erna doesn't realize kinds of p st ols, watches,
diamonds, rings and the most omplete
T. J. DONOVAN,
line of,,
iilness at their home on West Moe.•how a man in. his shirt slee#e9 pushing musical instruments in the
city.
We also have a complete stock * *
Agent, I. C. R. R.
a lawn mower spoils the looks of a f traveling
toe street.
bags—prices are right. 2i1 Broadway an.
shiny/on Star
Miss Anne Potter is quite ill with
fever at their home on South' Eiev
Over ,evetity thousand
enth
street. She 'is the sister of
prescriptions have been enLieutenant Thomas Potter of the potrusted to the care of
lice force.
our Prescription Department. We are vet!), much
gratified by this enormous
CURLNG DISEASES
patronage ,of the most imWITH ELECTRICITY
portant branch of our busiol
ness, and we wish to assure
Strong Claims Made At Meeting of
the people of,.Paducah that
Electro-Therapeutic Association.
fit 'are redoubling our efPhiladelphia, Sept. 2o.—Eiectriclty
forts to give them the best
as a means of curing disease was dispossible service.
cussed yesterday at the opening session of the sixteenth annual meeting
cf the American Electro Therapeutic
1.)
Association.
It was asserted by the various
DRUGGISTS.
speakers that locomotor ataxia. cancer and chronic diseases of the stomFifth and Broadway.
ach are daily yielding to this mysBoth Phones t75.
laoariporaled.
terious force, while the absorption
of inflammatory matter is an event Of
101041114.0.4011111111101
,
801160111.1111.1 • every day occurrence.

J. W. HUGHES

McPherson's
Drug Store.

GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building

NOTICE TO
TAX-PAY ERS

We have on hand
For Sale: -

FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.

CHILD DRANK
MUCH IODINE

"W ATCHES"

SOUTHERN RAILWAY

Queen & Crescent Route

CHATTANOOGA,ATLANTA
KNOXVILLE and FLORIDA

Eye-See Jewelry It, Optical Co.

ichael zowninybLriceonskeedt.

IN THE LEAD

PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER

Just Received a Big Lot 4,

TRUSTED
SEVENTY
THOUSAND
TIMES...

Also BargainS in ab

l

GENUINE TRADEWATER
Lump 12c Nut 11c.

COAL

REAL PITTSBURG

Lump 13c, Nut 12c.

Let:us have your order now

R. W. W ‘.LKER CO.,

West Kentucky Coal Co.

Office Second and Ohio.

Botairelephon es 254
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